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INTRQDUCTION 
+he= g.eneraJ. prgblem: 
m.e present study· was an attempt to r·elate responses 
GIL a complex d-imension to resp~ses,: by the same subjects, 
an the related elementary dimensions. In: ordel:' to make 
later ct.1scussian o::f this a±m clear, it will be helpful 
to examine br1:ef'I1 certain general issues of studies in 
quantitative human judgment. 
In mos:t such studies, several genel'al steps occur: 
1) The experimentel" postulates some subjective 
contihuum in which he is interested. 
2) He prepares a set of stimuli which presumably 
vary in. the±r pos·ition along this continuum. 
3) Ife develops a systematic procedure for stimul.tts 
presentation,. and a set of instructi<ms for his subjects. 
These are designed ta induce the subjects to make responses 
which are in some way systematically cennected with the 
positions of the stimul.i along the continuum. 
1+) Obtaining the responses,. he uses them to der2ve: 
a response s:cale,. along which each stimulus has a par-
ticular position. 
The basic objective is to obtain data which, anal-
yz:ed em the basis o-f the experimenter's assumptions, 
will specify t:n:e location o·f each st:ix.lulus on the 
1 
sub:j.e:cti-ve continuum~ at least in terms of comparative 
distanceu among the stimuli. 
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In. c.ertain. of thes:e studies,. the subjective continuum 
concerned was correlated with an objective continuum,- along 
which the stimuli. could beforehand be assigned omjective 
scale values. The subjective positions could then be laid 
along the abj ective scale,. and the interrelationships 
between the two scales described ih some· detail. 
One: of. the most complete examples of this process is 
a study by Stevens and Volkmann (13). The primary issue 
was whether scale values der-ived from the method of frac-
tionation would agree with thos:e developed from bisection. 
The Jrespons-e variable was pitch judgment,. while frequency 
oonsti tu'tted the stimulus variable. 
For measurement by fractionation into equal sense-
distances,. the 10 subjects were given in each cas.e two 
standard freqttencies spaced w:eii apart, and vere :i:nstructed 
to adjust thJ!·ee intermediate v.ariable· frequencies so that 
the: fi-ve bounded f.our equal spans of pi ten separation .. 
'i'hree sets of standards were used, 1) 4o and 1000 eps, 
2) 200 and 6500 cps,. and 3) 3000 and 12,000 e:ps.. The 
ranges thus overlapped; this. fact was central,- si:nce 
curves of the response steps ~ the stimulus steps could 
then be pJ.otted ~or each range and examined for matching 
in the overlapping portions.. The: match was quite good, 
so that a: single curve couLd be plotted relating equal 
sense-distances on the respons:e scaJ.e to frequency on 
the stimulus scale aver the entire range from 4o to 
12,000 cps.. When plotted an_ a logarithmic stimulus. 
sca:Ie,. the curve had a Iow s-lopa :ln. the region of 4o 
eps,~ increasing to a maximum at about 3000 cps,. and 
taper.ing off in tfhe region of 12,000 cps to a value 
similar to that at about 1000 cps.. Since this slope_ is 
a measure of the shift ih r:e$l)ons:e units:~'for· a given~ 
percentage shift i.rt. :f!n'eqllll!llpy~ it: indicates that SQtlsi-
tivity is minimum over the range: at the_ low end,.. similar 
at' about 1000 cps and the high end, and maximal at about 
3000 cps. 
The measurement by bisection was carried out for 
e±-gh.t frequencies ranging from 150' 'tin 10,000- cps. Since 
a zero frequency cannot be sensed,. the authors decoded 
to present as their z-ero a ~- eps tone. Each subject 
was permitted to listen alternately to 1} a given stan-
dard tone, and 2) a tone whos-e fr--equency he could vary. 
He could interrupt this (automatic) alternation at will 
to hear the 4o cps ttzero n tone. His task was to adjust 
the variable frequency to a pitch half as high as that of 
the standard.. The results obtained were found to agree 
quite closely with those predicted from the cur.ve of 
equal sense-distance. 
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Psychologists, however·,. ar·e: interested in many 
d:tinensions whid1 human beings e:an conceive but- which 
have no obviously measurable corre:J.a.tes. Some method 
of deriving a scale from responses alone was r-equired, 
since the stimuli aiong such dimensic:m~ have no a.bjective 
scale p-a:dtions.. Several methods,.. depending up:an. various 
assumptions about the capa.ci ties and accuracy of subjects,. 
have been developed to handle this problem.. Each of them 
nequires a p.articula:r kind ocr: res.pons:e from the s.ubj ects,. 
U3lll:ally e±ther the cGmparison of two s.timuli on the: a.s-
s:lgnment a£ a stinru.lus to some category among a group .. 
Bath of thee kinds o~ r:espanse are useful for· non-
physically bas:ed scaling, largely as a r-·esul t of the 
ground-br'Saking work cttf L.L. 1hurstone. In. two articles 
in the late 1920's- (15,.1'6); h& developed a theoretical 
scaling model for judgments, and provided several wro-
cedural methods adapted for· use w±th different simpli'!yfug 
assumptions. 
Thur.s:tone 1:s scaling model was originally developed 
for use with compgative judgmentsf: for which each sub-
ject was asked merely to tell which of two stimuli was 
greater· than the other on the relevant attribute.. The 
assumptians involved in the general case are not described 
hare, since the analogous assumptions for the categorical 
judgment methods,. which ar'& of central interest in. this 
study, ar·e discussed below (see Ch. Gn Scaling,. p. ) • 
' ,' _,_., .-. 
"· ';. 
/',, 1...,, 
,I _._' ,. I. 
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But the insp'ination for the development of thoae latter 
methods was: uncil.oubtedly drawn. :fi'rom Thurs:tone 1 s ef'fort:s. 
One important point to notice is that the comparison 
of e-vecy stimulus of a set with e:very other involves for 
even one replication v.ery many more judgments than there 
are: stimuli.. In fact,. the number of ways that n ob j eats 
can be taken two at a time is n<n 2 ~) ~ ordinarily a large 
number compared tG n_ .. 
Thurstone himaelf r'ecagni.z.ed 1fue inefi'iciency resul.t-
ihg from asking subjects for sueh simple judgments as tho~e 
r:equired for the method of pad::rred comparisons,. and went en 
to develop ( 17, 18) a scaling proeedure which r·equired a 
far more complex judgment from each suhject,. namely, that 
he decide which of a number of equally-spaced categories 
is· the appropriate location for each s:timulus. Each sub-
ject thus scaJ.es his own respons~es. As a matter of fact, 
cmly uncertain reliance can be piaced on the capacity of 
subj e·cts to make this respons·e accurately. This fact has 
led to. increasing interest in the procedurally equally 
e:f'fici.ent methods- of catege.rleal judgment, which merely 
require the subj eats- to order the stimuli. In the present 
study,. 1m.~ s:caling methads are of mere central concern •. 
Sometimes an experimenter has been interested in a 
hypothetical dimension, has p:n·epared stimuli which ara 
presumed to vary along the dimension, and has found that 
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ciiifi"erent subjects,. instructed to judge along the dimensi<m,. 
have judged the. stimul.i in r.adi:aally different ways. Many 
of these cases: r~resent, of course.,. situations where sub-
ject variability is very high but random on certain s:timu:li. 
Occasionally~ hovrever, the: matrix of r-esponses from a group 
of subjects does not lead to a c·lear ordering of the stimuli 
em a single dimension,. but requires two ar more dimensions 
to Io·cate all CJf the: stimu:Li with only a small ailmunt of 
error.. Difi"erentia:l loading o:r the dimensions by the 
s;everai subjects then accounts for the discr.epancies in 
stimulus order or p·osition r·evea:Led by their responses. 
As: a resu·lt of outcomes~ af this sort, there has. been in 
recent years increasing interest in the problem of multi--
dimensional s:caling. There is:: not available any bu±l:t-in 
guarantee that a s:et of ostensibly r'elated and unicilimen-
sional stimuli will in fa-ct b.e judged along a single dim-
ension by a group of subjects. Methods have recently 
been developed to derive from a set of responses not only 
a singlle scale :go sit ion far each stiinUl.us-,. but an as:s·ess-
ment of the number· of dfuensions involved, and a scale 
position for each stimulus an each af those dimensions. 
one ilnportant issue here has been to ~:ecify the 
kind of r--espenses a subject shall be instructed to. make: 
to the stiinuli... The complex dimens_ion may not be spec--
ifiable in such a way that subjects can make direct 
cromparative judgments between: p.airs of stimuli,. a:rr 
categorical judgments of the single stimuli. 
Sev.eral attempts have been made to deal with this 
problem. Most ingenious solutions have been used in 
some of these. Attneave, for &ample,. in a series of 
studies r-eported together (2), asked his s.ubj ects to make 
categorical judgments of the degree of siiniiari:ty between 
two stimul.i presented together.. In cnne of the studi-es, the 
atimuli were parallelograms varyd.ng in tilt and in area .. 
The instru-cti·ons he used eJ.:tm:tnated the need to specify 
the nature of the complex dimension an which the subjects 
were to judge the sti1nuli.. I! a given subject felt that 
s::tmj larity depended more: on tilt than on area,. this could 
be_ discovered in. the analysis o.f hi:S responses... No des-
cription of the dimension "area-tilt" was required .. 
On the other hand,, for a complete scaling by this 
method, each presentation must eons±st of' at least two 
stimuli,. and each such pair must be pres-ented once per 
r:eplication.. The number of presentations required is 
thus· the. same as that needed :for complete comparative 
judgments of a known dimension, although in this- case 
categorical judgments are used. If comparative judgments 
are used, even more presentations are necessary, one for 
each pair of pairs. 
Gala:nter, in. a recent study ( 6), approached the 
question of d.imens:ionality: in. a manner somewhat res·embling 
that of Attneave. He pr.esented subjects with a systematic-
ally varied set of 12 visuru stimttii, ranging aver thr·ee 
level·s of intensity and four of wavelength. Each level of 
each variable was paired once with each level of the other. 
The subjects were presented with all possible pairs of 
stimuJ.i succ:e-ssi vely ,. and were asked to report whether the 
s:tiinuii were the "Same" cnr "Dil'ferent." Galanter remarks 
that he· titidned the subjects 'tib use the r.·e:sponse "Same"' 
about lfo% <d." the time. HI.s· sealing model required some 
such step,. sihce his:· basis' for ordelf±nl the stinnrli was 
the assumption that two stimuli would allfaY'S be called 
1111Same" if they were wti:tli-in a cE"tain span o.~ each other, 
and "Different" if their s-eparation exceeded that distance. 
lliis: distance had to span several s:timuli ,. to provide a 
chain . of order estimates bertween widely ciiiffering stimuii. 
Interestingly, .. Galanter found that, except for one 
stimulus,. all could be repr·esented hy a single psyeho-
logical dimension,. instead of the: two that might have-
been expected., But the important point of this· study,. 
aa: that of Attneave 1 s ,. ia that no description of the 
complex stimulus d±mension was required,. so that the 
subjects were· left fr'ee· to respond with their own weighted 
blend of wave1.ength and intensity.. His method also suffers, 
linve.ver, from the requirement that all pairs af stinrlllll 
must be presented, alothough if enough is lmown in advance 
about the matching distancer pairs of s·timuli much farther 
apart than this span might well he omitted in the certainty 
that they will be called "Differentn anyway. 
Masi:c:k carried out a study ( 11 ) in which he- assembled 
seven statements from each of tih.Jree Thurs-tone attitude 
scales (an war,, an capital puni:shment,. and on the treatment 
af criminals) futo a 2i -it.em scale presumably varying aver 
some unspecified complex dilnension., I:lis subjects· were 
presented with all pairs of the 21 items,. in bath orders 
for' each pair,. and asked to iinagine how a person who strong-
ly agreed with item A would respond to item B,. aver an 11-
category range from "Strongly Agr·eett to "Strongly Disagr·ee." 
Here tao·,. the specific basis for· :tresponse was left open for 
each subject. 
Messick administered the. scale to a grou1r of seminary 
students and a group of officer candidate-s in the Air Force. 
It was assumed that with groups likely to be quite differ-
ent in their own attitudes on the elementary dimensions, 
systematic differences might well occur in the perceptions 
o~ distances among scale items. 
In fact, the two groups gave very similar responses, 
showing clearly that the "war" it.ems were alignerl. on a 
d:tmension oblique to the: items on the other scales,. while 
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those nevealed a commcm "puni.shmenttt dimension. 
In this study too,.. as: in the two above,. the judgments, 
although categoricaJ., r·aqu;jilred many more pn'es·entations- than:.. 
there were. st±mu·li to be scaied •. 
bttg present study: 
The study r-eported ih this: paper was designed to te-st 
a method for pr-edicting judgmBD.ts on a complex dimension 
mare clos:ely than can oe done liy trel¥:ihg on objective 
stimuius scale values.. The pr-edictors u:sed instead were~ 
each subject's ownr·esponses on the elementary dimensions,. 
both in raw and in 5eal.ed form. niis· was an alternate 
approach to the prob.Iem of speci:fying the nature of com-
plex dimensions of judgment. 
The method rests on the assumption that each subject 
possesses: r"es:ganse tendenc±es which will lead him to 
behave simila:rly (in a formal sense) in his judgments 
ai' related comp·lex and e1.ementary dimensions,- and that 
this; s:imilar~ty of behavior 'Will be at least in part 
r-evealed by similar dis-cl"'epancies oetween the stimulus 
and response scales aver· the several dimensions. 
In ad<lition,. a factor analysis of the responses an 
11 
the complex dimension was included to insure that 1) the 
group of' subjects was responding reliably to the specified 
complex dimension, and 2) that in fact the complex dim-
ension is primarily decomposable into: the selected elem-
entary dimensions. The study thus employed a two-way 
prediction,. from the ei:EiiJillmtary. to the complex, and vice 
versa. Tfte dual analysis w.as made possible because each 
subj e:ct r-esponded on all thlree dimensions to every stimulus. 
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The: us:e of' a specif'~abJ.e complex dimension makes it 
possible to judge that dimension categorically from pr·e-
s:ent.a.tions of single stimul'i.. The large number err pr·esen-
tations required in the s-tudies des-cribed above can thus 
he enormously r-educed. 
IiL this study,. the dimensions u-s:ed were w±dtli,. hie±ght 
and area of rectangles,. as subjectively judged on a scale 
from 10 to 80. These limits were selected bErosus:e the 
range of widths- and he±ghts u-sed was fourfold,. and that of' 
areas was as a result sirteenfold. A r·espense range was 
desired which was equally far from each of these ih some 
meaningful sense,. and the mean. pl!oportional of 4 and 16 
was selected. The subj eats vere· offered two-digit num-
oers in the response scale to allow any of a large variety 
of response tendencies to appear. 
Each af the dimensions used has,. of course, an ob-
jective correlate.. This made it possible· to carry out 
the- planned comparative test of predictive power.. Ar·ea 
acted as the complex criterion dimension; height and width 
Yere the elementary predictors .. 
But what is· the: primary basis for· the intuitive sis-
tinction between area as a complex dimension, cnn the one 
hand, and hei·ght and width as elementary ones·1 - en the 
Clther? In~ general, .. what makes a dimension s-imple er 
enmplex? 
Arr" examination af s:everal recent wri tingr,. concerned 
in part with problems of ·dimensionality,. suggests that the 
above general-~ ism1e :ts f.trequ-en:tly tou-ched upon,. but nat 
examined in detail to obtain. an a ppiori bas±s for· d.istinc ... 
tion •. 
Some wniters,. pr.±mar.ily eoncerned with scaling pr-eb-
Iems ,. state or imply that this :t·ss:u:e reduces: ta the de-
cision whether or nut stimuJ11 along a proposed s:±mple 
dimension can. in :fact be ordered unidimensionally,. or 
whether at least twa underlying dimensicms mu:s:t. be pos~ 
tuia:ted,. with a s::iinpie transi'bive a:rrder on each. T0•rgerson, 
for· example,. suggests- (20,. p •. 21+7): 
"'deally ,. the method [of scaling] its·elf pr.G-
vides a test o:f one sort or-- another to determine 
·;. -: .: ·-:.::whether in fact the attribute can be r·epres·ented 
by a unidimensional continuum. Thaprimary ~est 
for unidimens;i;onal±ty in~ the judgment methods is: 
the transi ti.vi·ty requir:ement an the ordering rel-
ation.• 
llie authors of Volume 4 :fu_ the Am,erican Soldier 
series have skirted the issue m-. their attempt to deal 
with the scalihg of quui tative- items. Implicit in their 
remarks is the idea that (14, p. 46) t 
"Measurements to be meaningful must be aiong only 
one- dimen·s±:on at ~ time •. " The entire basis for deciding 
mather a set of measurements is thus meaningfum is the 
primary- concern of the ent±re text. 
Coombs (4,. pp. 474-477),. also writing about scales, 
distingui-shes betvreen the partially-ordered s:cale ~ the 
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:fful.ly ardinai s:cale., In the ratter,. a single trans:i.tive 
order iS: establi-shed £or the entire group- of s:timuli so 
that any stimullts- is: uniqueiyr either more er les-s tharr_ any 
other. It: is: analogous to the: unidmensional eas:e r-~erred. 
to ab.ove •. 
Tliurstone (1'9,. p. 14o) goes a Mt further tmward an 
a; prior.i; basis: 
"In: solving this: probl.em (of scaling a s:et of 
st±mu:l:Q it has been~ fcrund necessary to distinguish 
oetween two kinas G:f stinnlrlua series-,. name:Ly1:_ thos-e 
:tn: whi:Ch the stiln:tl:li: a-e: llrgmpg&neous in that they 
~:frer:· onl.r ih a sittgie attribut61r_ .and those i:n which 
tlhe: s1tlmu.Jli mre htfterogmg:ms :Lh that they differ' 
necessarily- in. att:rributea-adc6.itional to the one 
being studi:ed. tl 
It is clear that in any C!d:' the s:enses just suggested,. 
area ±:s no more a comp-lex <iilnension than. width or-· height .• 
Subjects judging ar-ea in: this study gave l!espons:es which 
were nearly as scalallle as- thoge for width and Jie±ght. 
An alternate approach to the issuer partially im-
plied by Thurston a·' s- connnent,: i's plre.sented hy Underwood 
(21 ,. pp •. 43o.li;6). He explain& the need for· breaking down 
comp~l.ex dimensions into what he: calls "unitary" cmes-. Fe-r 
him,~ the di·stihcticm:. between eom:p~ex and unitary <iloes mU. 
ll:e in. the questiem o£ sca:Lab±llty,. since (21 ,. P•- 43): 
• ..... it is quit~e possible to scale a comJ2lex 
dimension reliab1y-• I auspeet that any attitude 
that is sealed r-epresents the compos± te o.f seve:r.al 
subsiditaY' dimensions .... It: seems: evident that in 
o:nder to scal:e a complex dimension :U'eliably ,. the 
:Jr.elevant subdimensions must vary in. smme: systematic 
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fashimn with each other." 
Underwood suggests (21, p. 44) that the present is·sue 
c-an oniy· be dealt with relatively-,. and sets f'orth .. the aim 
of the practie.a:l res-earcher: 
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"••·• as: thes:e complex dimensions become broken 
<ilown into more and more subs:idiary dimensions,. a real 
quest:lnn may arise aa to how we can. tell when we have 
axr.ived at a relatively unitary dimension ef behavior. 
I know of no satisfactory answer to this question :rrom 
a practicaJ. research paint af view.. Before any com-
plex dimension can: b.e br.o·ken down,-: the investigator-
must have: ideas or hyp:o.thas-es concerning the nature 
of the subsudiary dimen:s-ions so 1ihat soma soxt o:f 
independent s'caling attempts ean be undertaken. 
Ideall:[r when a complex dimension is reduced to a set 
ai'. subcumensi'.ons' which are. relatively unitary, these 
subdimens±ons may, become the mani-pulable s:tinmlus~ 
aondi tions.. Each may be manipulated separately to 
evaluate its- influence,. if any,. em. behaid.or which the 
investigator believes r-elevant." 
On the· basis af Underwood t s remarks,~ no direct lDasis 
appears for selecting area as· the complex of width and 
height. As: will be described below in more detail, the 
stimuli in the present study varied over 9 levels of width 
and height,. with a cons:equent 17 levels of area, each rep-
resented by a varying number of stimuli. 
~e point here is that a formally analogous proced-
ure c:euld have been carried out using,. for example,. 9 levels 
each of width and area. These would have determined 17 
levels of height,. each r·epresented by a corresponding 
number of stimuli.. Mathematically,. A = WH and H = A/W 
arec equivalent statements. 
Another approach to this issue is implicit,. but 
nsver- stated in . diinensionu terms,. in the Gestalt l'Gl"'Il-
uilation of perception,. espeai'ally,- that aspect loosely 
expressed by the old adage that •the whole is more than 
the sum of its par.ts.tt Parts come in many forms, and the 
occasion for stating the adage U'SUally represents a s:±t-
uation where the speakers a:re imp-licitly taking into 
account only certain varieties of parts. 
Kl!ech and Crutchfield,. in a context entirely aside 
from that of dimensions,. set !orth their Proposition III 
about perception (9, pp •. 94-96): "The perceptual and eog-
nitive properties of a substructure ar~e determined in large 
measure by the properties of the structure of which it is 
a part." They give the example of a. line drawing with 
three lines,. 120 degrees apart,, radiating frGm a point •. 
If this is viewed as twa-dimensional,. the angles appear 
crbtuse. But the addit±cm Cl'f certain other· lines c~·eates 
a drawing which mos·t campellihgly appears as a cute, so 
that the angles ~eem tcr equal 90 degrees. 
Tl.i:e implication of the above remarks is that even 
the parts canno.t be: understood fully from an examination 
a:f them in isolation. Although in fact area ~- be <dis-
tinguished from width and height conceptually by the fact 
that a figure embodyi'ng wi·d.th or height need not- embody 
the other or area,. 'While a figur·e with area of necessity 
has width and height,. nonetheless,. it ean be argued with 
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justice that a width (or height) which is in a stimulus 
nth area may well be perceived differently from one in 
isolation., It is- in fact for· this sor·t of reason ithat the 
atiinuli in the present study were all rectangufliar·1 which 
is to say that they all had area. 
Although the distinction between. complex and element-
a:ryr dimensions has· nat been s:e.t forth formally in any of 
the above wr:i ting s, "tiher e- seems to be connotative agree-
ment about it.. This agreement i.s the esa:ential basis :tor 
usihg area: a:s: the: com:glex dimension :in this study t w.i th 
he±:ght and width serving as its elementary compcments. 
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St'udi:e:s: bearing on the prp'Qlem: 
Only a f_e:w experiments, a:r.e reported in the liter-
a-t'uFe which have something approaching a direct bearing, 
in terms of content, on the ];Piresent problem. Twa of these 
pr_ovide s-ome: indication that a given difference in height 
may be more effective ih ~reducing a difference in area 
judgments than is· the same difference in width., In: the 
f.ir·st of these, Ktfnnapas (1;b) showed that, for binocul.ax-
visi.on, .. the vertical line. judged subjectively equal in 
length to a given horizontal line~ was objectively 
shorter.. He explained this overestimation. of the 
vertical on the basis· of the v±sual field •·s elliptical 
shape,._ with its- long axis horizontal.. The ends of a 
v.ertical line are thus on the average cioser to the 
f±"eld boundar~es than are. the ends of an equal hori-
zontal line.. The relevant results from the present 
study,. and their impli-cations for this explanation, 
are discussed br.ief.ly below,, :tn the section on minor 
analys-es. 
In. the second study,. by; Warren and Pihneau (21) ,. 
the experimenters asked each subject to select the 
circle, the square,. the Red Cross-shaped cross, and 
the equil.ateral triangle: which he thought were equal 
in ar·ea to a standard cirele.. The circle was ac:cur-
ately selected; the square selected was usually a little 
too larg:e; and the other two figures were selected about 
20$ too small in objective area.. The authors remark 
from their analysis that the subjects usually tended 
to equate the fig~es an the basis of their maximum 
vertical dimension .. 
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Another study with impiications for this experiment,. 
by Stevenson,. was r.'eported in Brunswik (13)., Stevenson. 
presented his subjects with a series of five square 
prisms· and a sphere,~ all o:f: the same volume, but varying 
widely in shape... He asked them to s .. el e·c1t from a series 
o~ cubes ~ different sizes the one whose volume ap-
proached most closely that of each of the standard ob-
jects.. H'e found that the variability of volume judgments 
was· highest when the ooj ect to. be matchetii was most <ilis.-
similar from a cube in shape.. This suggests that, if 
the squares,. especially the extreme squares, serve as 
standards in ar~ea judgments,. judgments for· wide shor·t 
rectangles and for narrow tall ones should vary much 
more than thos·e for squares af the same size, since the 
former are so different in shape from the standards .. 
The actual results are discussed below, in the section 
on minor analyses •. 
PROCEDURE 
Prepa;r_ation: 
The stimuli ua'Efd in this:· study were line dlnawings 
of r-ectangles in black India ink,. drawn en 1 0-ineh 
.squares- of #128 white matbe.ard. The rectangles h·ad 
edges parallel to the edges csrf: the matboard, and were 
always centered. 
Nine: hor±zr:mtaT distances (widths) and the s:ame 
nine verticai f!llistances (heights:) W'ere used in. drawing 
the: rectangle:s., The distances varied logarithmically 
from one to four" inches.. A complete d.eek cons±sted of 
8t rae tangles,. sn tl:lat each 'Width was paired once with 
each hei'ght., ilia r-esultant dis:tl!±but:ton of areas c-on-
sisted a:f varying numbers <lf'_ stimuli out of the 81 at 
eaclL of 17 logarithmically spaced levels~ from one 
square inch to sixte-en square inc'lies., The levels were 
designated from 2 ta 18 so that the sum of the width 
level and height level digits for each stimulus gave its 
area level number. 
Since an1y one r-ectangle had width level 1 and height 
level 1,. this· was:- the: only stimulus at area level 2.. Area 
level 3 wa:s- represented by two stimuli: width 1, he2ght 2; 
and width 2,. hdght 1 • In. a similar way the r·emaining 
~ea levels included stimul.i cl.etermined by the different 
r:.· .. . . . ~ .. ( .. ' .~ ' . 
' 
cmnliinations cd' the digits 1 to 9 which added to each 
particular area level number. (See· Appendix Ay table III.) 
Each of the six decks prepared was split randomly 
iht<Y four· sub-decks.. The order of the rectangles within 
each sub-deck was random,. except that :mm; width level and 
no h-eight I.evel appeared ttdce cans~ecutiVely. 
To: prevent any appreciable influence from or-der 
~ pr-esentatian on, the data :trar the entire group a:f 
subjects,. different subjects saw the decks and sub--
decks in varying o-rder·s-. In, additian,. the order· of 
dimen-Si'ons to be j;udged was:: varied independently,. aver-· 
c 
tha six possible orders (see Appendix A, table IV). 
An_ analysi.s af the mean respons:es !or each subject for 
each meeting for each dimension showed no significant 
influence of o1rder on size of r~espyns-e. The counter--
balancing was thus- successful. 
Each subject s:aw- the stimuli through a viewing 
tunnel,. illuminated from w:lthm,. and bounding the 
visual field to a 1 0-inch square about 31 inches frOlil 
the subject 11 S:' eye:s .. 
Subj.ects were obtained from two sources.. 21 of 
them volunteered as a result o·f notices posted around 
the Boston Uni vers:tty campus and at the Placement Office. 
The other 36 came after a request for volunteers in 
several sections of an introductory psycliology course 
at Baston UniversitY.• Each subject was paid four 
dollars for participating in two experimental sessions. 
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Events~ gllring the meetings: 
During hiS: first meeting,: each subje.ct was given 
preliminary instructions and was shown the demonstratiem 
d-eck so that he knew the range of sizes he would be 
judging. The basic instructions were then read to 
him, varying only for· the dimension he was to judge 
first.. If,. for example,. the fir'st deck was to be 
judged on width,- the instructions ran: 
N!Now that you have seen the preliminary group 
o:i' 1rectangles I am going to show yau the main 
group.. On thfs trial,- I would like you to us·e 
a scale from 10 to 80 to describe the distance 
acros:s for each cd the :ttactangles .. 
"Use the small numbers to refer to the 
rectangles that are narrow, r.·elative to the whole 
group of n-ectangles, and use the large numbers to 
:nefer to those that ar·e wide . relative to the 
whole- group of rectangles. foi"x may use any of 
the whole numbers between 10 and 80, inclusive, 
ih. your judgments,. for example, 33, ar 59. tt 
The subject was given similar instructions 'before 
judging the s-econd deck an a different dimension, and 
before judging the third deck an the remaining dimen-
sion. 
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He was allowed up to 1 o: seconds to make each r·e-
sppns.e.. If he answered b:e-i'or.e the 10 seconds haQ. elapsed, 
the stimulus was withdrawn from view. 
J:udgihg the thr-ee decks, one on each dimensi!m, 
completed the first meeting. Xb.e procedur-e during the 
S'econd meeting was identical, with the exceptions that 
1) only 7. 5 seconds were allowed for each r-esponse, and 
2) tlhe subject judged the th::rree dimensions in a 
different order from that of the first meeting. 
Fa.r each stimulus presentation, the latency 
(to 0 •. 1 seconds accuracy) and the response (from 
10 to 80) were recorded. 
The judgment session during the second meeting 
was followed b1 a questionnaire designed to find aut 
how the subject 'Viewed numerous quantitative aspects 
of the judgment situation in which he had participated •. 
Ali af the questians asked re.ferred to meeting #2 
only;.. niey ranged quite wid ell' over the judgment sit-
uation... For example,. each subject was asked: 
Ta· dl!caw g::rraphs ~ the distributions of his judgments em. each dimens:t.cm~ as remembered .. 
The percentage Gf tall,. narrow rectangles,. 
a£ short,. wide rectangles,., and ~ squares in the 
decks. 
Whether he trended to use only· certain numbers 
in his judgments,. ar the whole s:et. 
HOw many times tha small.est instance would fit 
into the largest,. for each dimension. 
Ta· draw.· a. single stra;i.ght· Jline parallel to 
an edge:, an a 2-inch square- of llhite paper. 
For the 57 subjects,. the number of days intervening be-
tween the f.irst and second meetings vaxied rldely·,. 
ranging from one day to five weeks., An analysis: of 
variance of each sub.j ect 1 s responses an each dimens±an 
showed m~· ins,tances of a significant main_ effect of 
meeting.. Th.es:e two effects,.. however,. were found ta be 
unrelated. 
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.ANALYSES AND RESpLTS 
Scaling: 
The raw judgments from the various subjects fell 
short to some extent of being interval data. The 
scale posi tfons of the- stimul-i;, for' each of the thr-ee 
subjective dimensions,- were therefore needed tor some 
of the planned analyses., 
The interval scaling methods r-eported in the Iiter-
atuJre to date all have certain assumptions in common. 
Those that are appropriate :for use with categorical 
judgm:ent.s: shar-e s:evera:L addi:tional assumptions. 
Torgerson has- s:-et these forth ciearly and succinetly 
< m,, PP·· 20;·,. 206): 
•A psyChological continuum of the attribute 
of interest is- postulated., Each time a stimulus 
is presented to a subject,: it orings about some 
sort of discriminal process which has- a value on 
this continuum.. Owing to various and sundry 
factors·,. upon r.epeated pr-esentation,. the stimulus 
1·s not always assocd:ated w±:th a particular value, 
'Out may be associated with one higher or lower 
on the continuum. It is postulated that the values 
associated with any gi-ven stimulus project a normal 
d-istributiOn on the continuum. Different stimmii 
may have different means (scale values) and dif-
ferent standard deviations (discrilninal dispersions. n 
The additional shared assumptions for categorical 
judgments are these: 
"1) The psychological continuum of the subject 
can be divided into a specified number of ordered 
categories or steps .. 
n:z) Owing to various and sundry factors 1 a given category boundary ±:s not necessarily always 
....... ·"...... .•. ·, ... ~ ~. ~ ...•... ' '''..:.· .~ -: f'. • . . . ·: .• . . • 
-· 
. ; 
• 
£created at a particular point an the continuum· •. 
Rather r it aiso pr.cj ect. a nor.maJ. distribution 
af' pos~ tions on the continuum.., Again , <iifferent 
category boundaries may have different mean 
locations and different dispersions .. 
•3) ~e- subject j.udges a given stimulus to 
be below a given category boundary whenever the 
value oi' the stimulus on the continuum is less 
than that o.f. the category boundary •. • 
Torgerson goes on to des-cribe the basic set of 
dat·a matrices Ireqnired fox· thes;e methods,. and points 
out that to process the final matrix,~ containing no.r._ 
mal deviates of stimulUs pTacement among categories,-: 
some further set of silnplifying assumptions is needed .. 
One that is used in s·everal methods is tha:t the stilntr-
lUs ci±spersions ara equal,. the category boundary dis-
persions· are. equal,. and the: correlations anong them 
all are equal. This set of as:sumptiems leads to· several. 
methods o.f scaling categorical judgments v1hich are 
substantially simiiar in effe:ct •. ( 1, 2, :5, 7, and 8) 
Gi~en the stimulus-by-r~sponse category matrix oi' 
standard scor-es,~ each of these methods develops scal·e 
scores ~ar the category boundaries first,. by averaging 
the differences in standard scores between. categories .. 
Only the stimuli which have an occasion been. designated 
by a particular response are used to assess the s·cal'e 
value of the corresponding category. 
This means that tl1e actual differences in stimulus 
dispersion which may occur are averaged out,. if the 
matrix :ts- complete (i.e: .. ,. has no vacant cells).. Fer 
tll:i's to happen, however,~ requires a high ciiegree of im-
precision 1h responS"es ,.. since the smallest stimulus 
must sometimes be given the_ J:argest r-esponse,. and ~-
versa. 
Frequently the matriX 1·s m·compTete. In: tlli::t s cas-e: 
' 
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same category scale values may be estimated from only a 
few stimuli.. Each response 5Cale value will be: obtained 
from s.ome overlapping subset of the stimuli.. The s:timuilus 
s·cale values are then obta±ned from the category values 
by some process of interp-olation., They too will thus be 
J:.ess we-11.-specified than thos.e from a complete matrix. 
In. the present study,. the stimulus-by-category 
matrices were far from fil:Led; :1ln fact 77 only occasionally 
wera even two estimates availabie for a category scale 
value.. Frequently no estimate at all was possible using 
the above methods,.. since response an. s.G many of the 
stimuli was limited to one or two categories. 
Since: this pr-ecision of response was no assurance 
that the rav.r scor:-es we-re interval data, they still re-
quir"ed some sort of scaling.. The method recently devel-
oped by Attneave and Chambliss (3) looked like a reason-
able starting point from which to develop a technique. 
In their procedure,. each subject needs to respond 
to- each stimulus only onee. Hfs resp<msew are then· 
r.anked. (If' each subject has s:een each s:tilnuius more 
than once·,~ ltis- median respGnse-, for a stimulus i.s treated 
as a s±ngle response.) The ranks: assigned by the var-
iOus subjects to each s-tilnu:l'U-s form. a disttibu:tion7 
wno-s=e: median and irtterquartile r-ange can be obtained. 
The r>Sciproeal CJf" the range is plotted against the 
median for each stimulus,. and a curve is fitted to the 
resulting points., ntis curve is cu.mul.ated,: and the 
rlilll'II!Lus scaie values mre given by the ordinates Gf 
the: cumuiate eurve whos:a abs-cissas ar·e the median: ranks 
a.f' the· S!t±l:n.tt1i. 
Tcr adapt the: Attneave: and Chambliss: procedure for· 
us.a fu this- study,. s:everal points had to be taken into 
consideration. Fir·st, each subject judged each partic-
ular z.rectangie only onc-e til'uring each meeting J" C!Jr~ twice 
in all, .. em. each dimension.. Since a scale was requir·ed 
for_ each subject,, the rank dis·tribution :t:or- each stillmlus 
had only two points: in~ it,. and it would have been mean'!'" 
ingiess to obtain a med±aiL and interquartile range. To 
help handle this problem,. the. several stimuli that were: 
the same on the dilnensi·on being judged were treated as 
r-epetitions of the same stirn:tlius.. Thus all of the r--ect-
angles <Jf width 1 were considered repeated presentations 
when width was b:eing judged. This led to distributions 
of' 18 instances for each width and height level, and 
'tio distributions of from 2 to 18 po.ints :t:or· the various 
-,, ~ "' •' .. 
" - '• . . :. . 
mrea levels.. A check was run an the v·alidi ty af the 
s:tiinul'US cl'umping., Tlioae subj acts wfJ.c were shown by 
the analys±s a£ variance tJo have a significant inter .. 
action batween width and heigpt in their judgments were 
C01!1par-ed with the remaining subjects with respect to the 
l!'elative advantage af scal.ed over Daw Despons·es in pre-
dicti·on.. No significant di;f:f.'erence was found between 
the· two groups, and in fact,, the interactions ~oup­
show:ed a (non-significant) greater relative advantage. 
The aggregating of stimuli is: thus somewhat justifie<il.. 
Secondly, the r espf;nses ih- th±:s study showed wch 
low. variance that the ranks; o£ the (up to) t8 r-esponses 
to each sotimuJ.us were usually the same... Cons.equen.tly 
it was necessary to consider the ranks: as a continuum 
rather than as a disaete: dis·tri.bution.. The assumpti-on 
was made that ff in j.udging widths, for example,. subject 
#1 called 15' of the 18 r-ectSflgles af width 1 "10", 6 of 
the 18 of width 2 "10",: and 1 of the 18 of width 3 "10", 
the 15' + 6 + 1 = 2·2 ranks from cry to 22 were evenly f.illoo 
'0.¥: :.:1) the15'width 1 respcnnses,. (2) the 6 width 2re-
sp-ons-es,. and C3) the 1 width 3 response. Implicit in 
this step is the assumption that every response of "10" 
is· equally likely to represent a position near the bottom 
or near the top of the response category. 
Thirdly, Attneave and Chambliss suggest that a 
smooth curve be fitted to the points in the median 
vs •. IQR pl.ot.,. For machine processing of the data'" the 
curves in the present modification were developed and 
cumulated by linear interpolation between the s±gnif-
icant points. 
Fourthly,. the r.aw r-esponses ranged over the~ 'Whole 
numb~ers from 10 to 80 inclusitte.. They wer·e compr·essed 
into fifteen categories for scaling,. with all responses 
from 5h - 2 to 5n + 2 being treated as 5n,. where n = 
2,. 3, lf, •••• ,. 16.. Since: the: marginal frequencies for 
area ranged from 2 to 18,, the extreme·s,: r·epresented by 
the lower· frequencies,- were sealable only to a lesser 
degree of accuracy., 
To illustrate- the above modifications, the comput-
ation of 'tlhe scale for all subjects' judgments of area 
combined is: given in Appendix B,. tables V and VI. 
This scaling matliod differs from the conventicmai 
successive intervals methods in one important way. It 
leads to no theoretical matrix of responses aver stinuli 
from which the discrepancies between the obtained and the 
true scale values can be assessed. In other words, no 
direct test of goodness-of-fit is aV.a:ii.able •. 
The same difficulty arose in the. original Attneave 
and Chambliss rank scaling procedure. 1h.ese authors were 
forced to check thei3r method against the method of grame<a 
dichatomies developed earlier by Attneave ( 1) •. ntey did 
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f1nd elose agr~ement. 
Twa analogous checks were carried o.ut using the 
pres-ent method.. Data s:cal:ed and presented by Edwards 
<5·,. pp •. 124-134) and by Gu:±Iford (8,. pp. 22lf-230) 
were a:lso :realed by this method (se.e Appendix B,. tables 
VII and VIII). llie ag:treement in scale scores is on]y 
approximate,. and the. specific sources of the discrep-
ancies- are not clear.. The Jresult suggests: that the 
scale values obtained by the present method suffer from 
smne degree· o:f inaccuracy and distoTtion. 
The method was also checked for several ideal cases, 
with specified stimulus: dispersions (see Appendix B). 
It was found that the s·cale values reached a maximum 
separation of tw.o units when each stimulus had zero 
response dispersion,. and that as the response dispersion 
increased, the scale separation of the successive stimuli 
decreased in inverse proportion .. 
The effect of variations among st~Ii in dispersion 
rs:· also systematic.. When a: given. stimulus has a higher 
resp~s:e dispersion than the r'Stlla±ning stimul.i,. the 
effect is to campiress the neighboring scale differences,. 
wh±Ie leaving· the more distant ones unchanged., Since the 
sccale is cumulative,. all stimuli above such an exceptional 
stimulus have their scaie scores reduced. 
In· the actual data,. the extreme stimuli uniformly 
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eD1ib±ted lower di~sions than the more central ones .. 
This fact led to a higher s:.cale s-ep-aration betweet:t pairs 
O·f adjacent extrema' atimuli than between pairs of adjacent 
central. ones, illustrating the higher precision. of judg-
ment at the extremes. 
Respans:e s.urtages:: 
The major concern of thiS: study was to examine, 
!!or· ea·ch sub.ject,. which did the batter job o:r pn·eclict-
ing responses on area: the objective stimulu-s values. 
ext" width and height, .. or the responses by- the: sar.ne 
sub.ject on w:tdth and height.. With 'both scaled and 
l!aW scor.-es on hand,. a .comp-ar±son. tJ£ the effecti'Veness 
of the twa could. be carried out •. 
Four Id:variat'e quadrati-c surfaces were ther.-efore· 
derived for each subject (sea Appendix C). Each was- of 
the ferm: 
A~j = a + bWij + cHis + awfl; + elllijHj_j + mfj·· 
'Die co.effici.en.ts a,: b7'l c," d,. e:,; and f were in each case: 
sa calculated as to make. the sum of squared deviations 
( Atj· -- Aij l 2 a minimum crv:er ali st~i. 
For two o:r these surfaces, .. the raw scor·es were used .. 
In both, A±:j represented the 8t raw scores em area.. In. 
the: stimuius-deri-ved surface,~ Wij =- i, .. and Hij = j .. In 
the response-derived surface,, Wij = width respcms·e ~or 
the 81 stimuli (ij) ,, and Hj_~j = height response for the 
81 stimuli (ij) .. 
Fer the remaining two surfaces the scaJ.e values-
were used.. The meanings of the variables wer·e analogous 
to thos.e for the ravr scores •. 
The resuits are shown in table '.IX of Appendix c .. 
The prediction from objective values i:s clearly better 
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thatr that from the subjecti"'Va ones,. whether raw or scale 
values are used.- The raw stimulus-derived surface was 
tha better for 53 of the 57 snbj e.cts. The scale stim--
uius--deri ved surface .was the better for 50 af 56 subj eets 
(a data overflow prevented computation of the surface for 
the o·the:r subject, #25). 
The ratios a!: sums of squar~ed deviations wer·e com-
puted,. and the scale and r.aw ratios compared. A t-test 
on the ratio al: these ratios: showed that the scale 
respons:e-derived surfaees eame significantLy eJ.o s·er to 
the· scale stiDl'lllfiUs· surfac-es (see Appendix C). Ih ather 
words:,. scaling led to an impTOvement of the r-elative 
pr·edicti ve power o~ the resJ9hs-e-der±ved surfaces.. This 
e:ffect,. though extremely s:ignif'i:cant statistically,. was 
not large. Scale scor·es showed ~ about a tO% rela-
t2ve improvement over ra.w scores. 
The derived eoeffi.ci·ents varied widely among 
subjects for all four kinds of surfac.e. When the same 
s:et of coefficients was used for several subjects, the 
sum of s-quar'&d devfatims became: bigger by far. For· 
1these reasons, it· seemed usel!ess to examine the comparison: 
between. an. average respans-e sur£ace and the corresp:ending 
average stimulus surface,., applied to m~·subjects ... 
Several possible explanations :for the superior· pre-
di-ctive power o:f the stimulus-derived surfaces were 
examined :fn some deta±I.- The first of these was that 
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a quadratic surface could not in general. be fitted 
c-losely to the data,, so that the results were highly 
imprecise in any case-. Thi-s: was not true. The root 
mean squared deviations ranged from 1.40 to 7 .. 38 for 
the- raw score data,. where the variables extended from 
10 to 80.. Thes-e deviations ranged from .. 137 to •. 735 
for the scaled data,. where the range went from about 
a to 10. Ali in all,- the sur~aces fitted the data 
quite closely. 
A s:econd possible cause for- the clos-er fit of the 
stimulus surfaces was the fact that the stimulus measmre-
ments crf width and height wer:e evenJ.y spaced,. while the 
r.:-eapons·e v:aJ.u-es varied in thei-r spacing. However" a 
mathematical explanation of this sort would imply that 
1) the: s:tiinuli should without exception have produced the 
better-fitting surface o.f. tha two., and 2) the subje.cts with 
the more evenly-spaced width and height resp<ms:e values 
should have exhibited the clos-er agreement with the 
stimulus surfaces.. Neither_ of these results occurred •. 
The third attempt to account for the reversal is 
based on the fact that the stimuli used in this study 
were in fact highly discriminable. The major reason 
for this w:rri ter •:s: suspiciOn that response-derived pre-
dictions would be the more effective was that the subjects 
varied widely in the manner in whi'ch they used the 1 Q< 
tn· 80 response scale,. whereas each subject exhibited 
a tendency-- to distribute his· judgments of all thr-ee 
dimensions in a similar way.. It- was expected that each 
sub.j ect 1 s- idiosyncratic manner of' responding em. width and 
height wcmid lead to a close connection with his similar 
way of responding on area. 
I.f the stilnul:i need to be highly ambigunus- to: a 
snbje:ct for his: particular ~]e elf' r'espons,e to: be re--
vealed in the crurve---!ittmg,. then· the subjects who judged 
Ieast precis:eiy, and hence saw the stimuli as most ambig-
uous,. should have had the most elosely-f:ttting response-
derived surfaces.. Here tloo no such effect appear·ed. 
Kowever,. an examination of the scaled valu·es shows 
that the subj·ects were in. fact judging the stimuli quite 
:pr.eciseiy.. The order <lf' the w:tdths and of the heights was 
correctly- judged by every subject.. W:e order of' the: ar·eaa 
shows 58 reversals for 57 su:b.j e.cts ,. or· :for each subject 
an. average o'f just over one negative scale separation 
out of a possible 16. Only two subjects (#25 and #37) 
show four :rreversals eaeh,. while only :four (#4,.. #15, #2fJ 
and #'56) shov three each.. There seems to be no; connection 
between: fr:equency of reversals for a sub·j ect and the sum 
o.f squared deviations b.etween his ar-ea r·esponses and his 
pr~dicting surfaces. 
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nia s:t±intrli were thus appar-ently di:s-criminable to 
Er de~ee that· was: both high,. and s:im±lar :fittr all sub ... 
j acts.. It seems likely that the typical su'bj e:ct was 
acting somewh.at like a measmrer with a rather crude 
ruler,. but that the error-s ilr" his measurements were 
largely random. This 11ou-Id imply- two things~ 1) that 
the responses were closely tied to the stimu~u-s sizes·,-
so that the subje·ctive continua wera not nm:tably and 
id±asyncratieally ciif'ferent from the objective ones 
for any of the thr-ee dimens±bns:,._ and 2) that the error-
a1' e-stimate :from objective w:Lcith and hei.ght. vaiues to: 
area responses ar.ose enti'J!emy· f'Jrom variations in the 
latter,. whi:le on tha o::ther hand,.- the error of' estimate 
from the elementary- r·espon~es aro-se in addition partly 
. . . . 
.from impreci-sion in 1ftie former. If these- two SOllrces 
oi' error· in resperure pr-ediction were: uncorrelate<ii or-
nearly so,. the stimulus sur:faces would necessarily pre... 
diet better than the response aurf'aces in generaJ.. 
U the above explanation is essentially correct, 
then the fact that s:calling imp:noved the r·elative per-
formance of the resp~ons:e surfaces suggests that the 
present scaling mathod, despite its: short:comings,. bx:tngs 
even fa±rl.y precise data into a dis-tinctly cl.oser app:nox ... 
±mation to intervai values •. 
A.s- she:wrL in. Appendix c, table IX, there is a wide 
variation in. the sum o:f squared deviations over subjects. 
Th±:r sum is thus higher for' the wrst-predicting stfmu;lus 
surfaces than for most of the Jrespons-e surfaces.. A eom-
parison. of the r-esponses af su&j ects whose surf'a.ces were 
mo·st pT·eci:se with those of the subjects with the lea:rt 
pxecise surfaces :u.·eveals no obvious l''eason :Eor the wide 
difference in predictive pow.er·. 
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Ter. insure: that the: aJrea r-esponses <0.1'. the :subjects 
were in !act Jref'lecting a neliable and conceptually 
reasonable connection. w±th 1frie atimulus dilnension, the 
5'l' subjects were: split into two random groups em the 
basis: o:r the. final tiligit o-f their nmnbers. G!mutr 1 
cont-ained the 28 subjects whose numbe·s ended in a, 1, 
!+,. 6. or 9. Group 2 included the_ remaining 29 subjects. 
A 1i'Z x 1.'7 matrix o.f corr·elations: o-f the area scale v:al.ues 
was· obtained fer each group,. and the matrices were sub-
j e.cted to a factor analysis:. me :rr.esul ts are shown in. 
t'able I,.. p. 39. :Bclt.th groups exhibj.t very sim±la.r-· factors. 
The largeat of thes'e,. whiCh accounts :t:or about 80% 
cr.f. the -v~ce a~ all ar-ea s.cal:e vaJ.ues, appears to be 
highly gener.al,- since the loadings for· the. several area 
levels are: all nearly equal.. The essential meaning of 
this equal.i.ty of loading is: that knowledge of the scores 
at any parti'cular area level serves about equally well 
in. pr-edicting the corresponding scores a.t each of the 
ather levels. This result, and the large eigenvalue, 
suggest that the agreement in ranking of ar·ea levels 
among the subj e:cts is· a systematic source of variation 
to a very high degree. It is interes.ting to notice that 
area levels 3. and 18 show the smalle:st loadings em. factor 
1 ; thiS is in accord with the fact that each is,. on the 
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Table It Ei:genv:aiu:es and eigenvectors derived fram two 
random. group.s: fit em al!'aa seal a vallues (17 x 17 matrix). 
G!rOUJP' 1 Greup 2 
Area Fact.or.s Factors 
J)evgls ~- z 3;. !1:. .l. z ~ !t 
2 
- -
1 .. 000 
-· - -
1.000 
-
a .152 :~ ·-738 •. 18~ .478 .408 .. 209 - .. 238 •. 227 .375 .185 
5 •. 2!+7 .. 268 -~05 .. 246 .288 .006 6 .254 .. 252 - •. 006 .2:54. .24o .034 
7 .265 .152 -.15'4 .263 .174 -.053 
8 .. 266 .. 122 -.151 .266 .1~0 -.120 
9 .268 .063 -.165 .267 .0 8 -.187 
10 .. 269 - .. 032 -.055 .269 -.oo6 -.161 
11 .271 --.085 -.<04~ .. 268 -.06~ -.191 12 .269 -.106 co~· .268 - .. 09 -.15'6 
~-~ .266 - .. 144 ::o .· .264 - .. 163 -.132 
• .266 
- .. 15~ .019 .. 262 -.166 -.16.6 15 .257 -.23 -.028 ·~6 -.228 -- -.100 16 .. 2zg - .. 2'71 .. 129 ... ·7 -.289 .HJ5 
1'7: .. 2 . -.304 .t56 .. 231 
-·3a3 .116 
t8 .223 -.240· .lf76 .. 206 -.3 7 .'760 
B:Lgen 
~ .. 13.25 1 •. 64 1.00 .3.7: 1J.34 1.6'l 1 .. 00 .33 
% o:t.· 
var .. 77.9 9.4 5 .. 9· 2 .. 2 78.5 9.8 5.9 2.0 
Cum. 
%of 
var •. 7'7-9 87 .. 3 93.2 95 .. l4 78.5 88.J 94 .. 2 96.2 
Corr. 
%G'f 
var •. 82.'l 1.0.2 N.A. 2.3 83.)+ 1<0.4 N..t. 2.1 
Cum •. 
corr. 
% af 
var. 82 •. 7 92.9 'If ..A. 9'5.2 83.4 93.8 N..A. 95.9 
average,__ mor-e: di'atant from the other levels than is 
any :Lnt-ermedi:ate level. m:s· interlevel eorreJ.ations 
consequently tend to aver·age less :ror· these extreme 
levels,-: and their u.:s:efulness as- predictor:s is- corres-
pondingly somewhat impaired •. 
Factor 2 account-ed for ov.er half of the :tr-esidual 
variance lei't after· the r·emoval. of factor 1 • (This-
point,, which is not obvioV.a,. fs: explained below in the 
discru.ss±cm. of factor 3.) Tfte· ltlfaclings (m this- factol!· 
mmged from highiy po s±t:tve at area lave1 3,. thraugh 
z:ero neax l.evel 10, to li±gb:Jly rregativ.e at level 18 •. 
llie-~ larger· the. stimulus, tha less positive weight it 
ea.rries in this factor.. The factor· mi.ght thus: b:e ealled 
re],ativg smallness. 
If the absolute v.alues: or: the. lo:adings ar--e noted, 
I 
i-t is clear that knowledge: of Val.'ia.ticms in. extreme 
seale values provides 'tihe- best Pl!'ediction Gi' the resica-
ual variance. The scones- for· the two extremes, hewever·, 
al.'e~ to be inversely loaded !'or such a predicttcm. 
A comparison of loadings em .. :!acctar 2 at certain 
intermediate levels with a-:ther data <COncerning those 
levels reveals some iilt:erest:ing :@-cints. For instance, 
Appendix B, table VI shows that the lovest s:ca.le separ-
ation_ between group e·ea scale valttes ,, •. 203, is found 
be:t'Ween levels: 13 and 14.. The loadings on factor 2 for 
these levels show that the levels are to be treated 
virtuall:y identically in dealing with s:eore variance. 
Furthermore:,. the group median. :tresponse for area level 
13 is 4~,. the midpo:int of the r-espense scale from 10 to 
80. 
This result,. though not pr·edicted,. is plausible,. 
since levels 13 and 14 represent stimu-li which were: 
about half as· large as 'tihe largest, and so might: con-
atitute a: sort af secondary miad.Ie standard. Under- these 
ci-rcumstances,. subjects might be expected t:o s·e.pmr·a:te 
clearly the adjacent non-standard levels from the stan-
dard,. but to be a bit uncertain about these two levels 
themselves. 
The mean of the raw ar--ea responses for thee entil:!·e 
group of s:ubj ects w.as 35.2, well ltel.ow the arithmetic 
s:cale mean of 45 ,. and semewhat abG>ve the geometric mean. 
of (8oo)'f = 28.3. As .Appendix B,. tables V and VI show,. 
the median rank f.or al'·ea level 10 places it.s e:entrai 
res:Qans:-e at: 35. The loading for I eve~ 10 an factor 2 
approximates zero mo·st cJiose-ly ol! any of the loadings. 
Tlie wr'iter has been· unable to determine a mathemat-
ical basis for th& highl'Y c:entral position of the zero 
loading on this factor~ although expectations af Sj'lll._ 
metry suggest strongly that,. nth a set of loadings: ranging 
mcmo:tonicalllf :fram highly pos:ttive to highly negative, the 
c.annat o.ccur at a gr'eat distance from the central level. 
Detailed interpratation of this- cmtcame is not altogether 
clear. 
Fa"Ctor 3 is a mathematical artifact. It has zero 
loading everywhere except at area level 2.. This- r·~lects 
the fact that every subjectts area scale was: cumulated 
from the arbitrary value of zero· at level 2,. so that 
no variance and na int:erievel CO:Ln'elation arose from 
the scores- at that level. The factoring procedure 
fallowed, contrcmted with one- null variable out of the 
17, generated nonetheless a s;et o:f eigenvalues: summing 
ta 17.,. and the proportional share assigned to the null 
variable was thus 1 .oo.. Th:ts average vaJ.u-e,. ranking 
third,. indicates that only 1tw.o factors are above average 
:t:n their· power to account for variance. The: entries in. 
table I under "Carr. % o.f_ v.ar." show 1the ooxr ected per-
o:entage: o:f the variance aeccmnt:ed for by the e.-ther factors 
Weir. the entry- far :t;aetor. 3 _is- r:emOYed. 
Fe-r- this: r:eason, !actor- 2 can be s:aid to accenmt for 
a prap,ortion of r-emaining variance equal to the ratio 
hetween 1} its crwn eigenvalue (about 1 .. 65) ,~ and 2) tb:e· 
sum of' the 16 true eigenvalues, ~ess the e-igenvalue for 
factor 1 (about 16 • .00 - 13.,30,. or 2.70). Thus about 
61% a1' the remaining variance was accounted for by fac-· 
tor 2. 
Factor 4-~ with h±gh pos:i.tive ].oadings for the 
extr.eme area levels and negative loadings for the 
central ones,. accounted for· cmlly, allittle averr 2% G:! 
the total variance.. It i:s apparently inversely related 
to the frequency; of s·timuii at the "larious levels.. The 
agr.--eement between. the two groUP.a on this !"actor is not 
high. 
Factor ana:gs±:s:z lia:s:ed an: 1!'!9' s;cor·es;: 
!tie analys:±s: of v:ariance a:r each sub.ject-ts. raw 
s:oor~s on each dimension. showed that judgments o:f width 
were overwhelmingly <il.etermined by- the ob j ectiva widtha 
G::f_ tha· stimuJ:f... The same ef'fect appeaJ.red far h:e±ghts. 
Far area judgmant·s:, lio:th_ height and wi.dth showed a sig-
nificant ma±n effect in every case. 
SUch an anaiysis,. havever·,. gives no dir-ect infar-.._ 
ma.tian about the arder.ing of' thes:e main. effects:. FCJr 
instance,. the s-ame si'gnificance cc:ruld have been demam-
strated frmn a matriX G:ff respons:es in. which levels 1 and 
g 0'1 width and height were r>evemred,.. while the r·e-st 
Jr.emaiiled unchanged.. Same clear i!ldieatian wa:s needed 
that: the subjects: had :in fact perceived the: width and 
height levels as primary cantributors ta their area 
judgments,- and that the contribution ef the several 
:navels was ol!der:-ed in the same manner:· a.s- the levels 
them.S'elves .. 
m.--e s:ca:le s:co:rre :factar ana.Iys:ts:, described above, 
did not~ bear on this- is·sue:,. sinc-e each a:r'ea scale snore 
was. fixed OVer" all variations- :ful width and height wb:i.ch 
left area unchanged... As: a r·esuit,. no ordering a'V.'er-
the: s=ep<nrate manges in. wi:tfth and height was possible. 
Fmr tlii~ reason,. a factor analysis: of ith.e complete 
raw s:co-re correlaticms mat:u.±x e:f. the: $1 stimuti was 
TabJ:e II: E:tgenv:al.ues and eigenvectors derived from two 
random groups from area r-aw S'COJres (2·5 x 25 matrix). 
Leveis 
!. K A. 
1 1 2' 
t 3 4 
3 1 4 
1 5 (5 
3 3 6 5 'f 6 
1 7 8 
3 5 8 
5 3 8 
7 1 8 
1' <J 10 
3 'l 10 
5 5 10 
7' 3 10 
9 1 10 
3 9 12 
5 'l 12 
7 5 12 
9 3 12 
'g: 14 
7 'l14 
g 5 1lir 
T CJ t6 
9 7 16 
9 9 18 
E.tgen 
vals: ... 
%a£ 
var •. 
Cum .. 
%of 
vax •. 
A~et"age: 
Igd;ing 
Group 1-
Group 2 
Average 
Jruu!ing 
G~oup· 1 
Grouv 2 
1. 
.116 
.195 
.152' 
·-195 
•. 194 
•. f94 
.218 
:~ 
.198 
.202 
.221+ 
.220 
.227 
.201+ 
.214 
.214 
.. 208 
.202 
.196 
.183 
.200 
.190 
.205 
.. 177 
GrOUP. 1 
Factars· 
z .1. l.. 
.10'1 
.174 
.176 
•. 214 
.191 
.2.12 
.203 
.206 
.223 
.220 
.2l0'8 
.2Z'l 
•. 221 
.216 
.200 
.220 
.227 
.2ID7 
.21'2 
.2<lJ4 
.19B 
.201 
.,1'14 
.169 
.142 
GraUl!- 2 
Facto.rs 
z .1 
-
.208 
-.211 
-.130 
-.090 
-.216 
- .. 125 
.. 189 
-.485 
-.132: 
-.()a1 
.. 347' 
.o66 
.()36 
--.. 015 
.. 195 
.359 
.151+ 
.007 
.1'73 
.115 
.215 
-.112 
-.170 
--.123 
-.216 
66 .. 2 77 ~ 1 81.8 65.6 78.8 82.3 
Tlidth :Ueve-1 
.. 1t86 .1~16 -.o~ -.J{!)o -.1t12 ~8 
.. 2258 .-1132 -.EM58 - •. 1446 -.1642 .3900 
Height Jlevel 
~ .1. .i z. .2. Range 
.. 1924 .0890' ..0554 -. 11lf.2 -.1'780 .3?04 
.2126 .o?S4 -..0416 -.<0912 -.1438 .. 3564 
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Irl:anned,~ tts:ing the I.B..M. 1{0:1+ co:mputer at M.I.T. 
Un:Corttma1teiy ,. :ilt was: learned that the analys±s-
wou1d have, :rrequnred a Iongm sing~e :xrun than cou-ld have 
be-en_ a:bt'ained •. 
Since smn-e' indication. of ordering vnas: still 
needed,, a scy,mmetrt.c gmlUJl G.'! the 81 stimuJ!i was ael.ect:ed. 
Ail. st±inuli G:f· lddth leveLs t,. 3,. 5,. 1 OJ!' 9 ~ and of 
he±.ghit levels: 1;,. 3,. 5,.- 7! on· 9~,. vene: incluciledr sc· that. 
the: grcmp: ccms±sted ef 2'5 s;tinrtll'Jj_ which crov:erec[ the: 
entir-e- rang~ of sizes.. A group a£ this- s±ze cG.uld Toe,-: 
and wa-s:,. camfued with th& I.B..M. 650 computer, a't 
Bas:tan University. The: same.: gTO'IllPS: of. subjects- were 
used as· had been 'Ut.'tiliz:eti£ fa:Jl" 1the s:caJ.e score: analys±s. 
!lte_ results- of the: anal.y'sia are shown in table n,. 
p: •. 1+5.. 5lie twa grO-ups- again. show.ed s±milar- factcnrs .. 
Here,. as above,. the pr·imary :factox is: a genera!l. one,. 
'\dth simflar Iaadings. over· the entire: set of stimuli. 
The: lower loading.s: at the: extremes: found in the- scale 
acnre analysis: ue; evi.dent her.e as well,/ and are accennt.ed 
for an a: similar basis., 
· ... Factor 2 in this: a.na.Iys±s shows a tiiistinct r-e-sem-
blance ta· factor· 2 a.f tlie: sene s-co1.re: anal.ysis.. Hmre' 
too the_ loadings range :fi'rom liighl!y:- :positive air Jlow 
area levels,-: through zeJro ne:ar level 10, 1te higply 
negative at high ar-ea levels· (to show this clearly,. 
the:·~: have 'baen~ arJr'&tlged in- GTder- of' ascending 
... T • • '" ••• 10 •• " >« • ~ .. ; ' ..:;. ~ .,; , • $ ' 
area).. Relgtive smalTngs· is cmce moJre: a reasonable 
charact.eriz.ation for' the. factor.-
HO:wev.en·,~ in thee p:n·esent case:, the wi'dth anci hei.gltit 
of each s'timulu air·e known.. Examination Cllf' the average 
loadings: at the various: width:. and height levels: shoWS: 
that the loadings: ara order-ed in. the. s-ame wq as the 
levels:. In:. fact, .. with only occasional exceptions:, the 
order·· of loadings: o:v.er· lted:ghts is th-e s:ame at each width 
levei,~ and· Vicg Yer•~ m:e: ranges of average loadings: 
fo:r.· width and he±ght ar-e: aJrse- simiiar,. in<il.icating that 
ehanges: in the two elementary stilnu:lus components- affect 
1ftl.e: complex :rrespons-es· in aiL equivalent way. 
Wi'th factors- 1 and 2 together accounting for eniy 
about 78% oi" the total variance,. as compmred with c1rver 
90% for·· the scale &cores,. it: i.s: clear that there is 
a good deal o·f interstinnJtJius· variation :Lnue(ttUced l:ry· 
the dii'ferent resp~e.s: tie atiin'wl~ at the s:ame object-
ive ar-ea level. This- variati·on seems t.o b.e· 'llmsys:tematic,. 
s:i.rma no· significant ctifferene.e was f.aund between the 
responses: to squares and the nesponses to 1fuin :xr-ectangles 
o:r the sama m~ea.. In additilmr, factor· 3 isr small" and 
gives- ra<il.ically different loadings :for· the twa groups: 
of subjects. 
Mingr· taniJys:gst 
Ofta:. atiaight:forward expected indicator o:f a pre-
vailing style for _a subj act would be: a systematic 
influence by each of the elementary dimensions on 
the other. Broadly speaking, such an effect could 
occur in two ways. A higher value of the secondary 
dimension could lead to higher judgments on the primary. 
niis might be calied assimilation of dimensions.. On 
the other hand,. a higher value of the s~econdary might 
be linked with lower responsu on the primary. Stlch 
a situation could be termed contrast of dimensions. 
Severai subjects gave the impra.s:±on, .. while theft 
data was being collected,:. a:r exhibiting one or the 
ather of these tendencies. An~ examination of the 
casas llhi:ch show a signi'fic:ant main effect af the 
secondary va:riable indicates that only rarely does 
either :tendency appear ciearly •- Table XII,. in AppendiX 
B,~ shows two of the most extreme cases,-, and even for 
them the effect is slight~ 
Variations in both width and height were. natur-
ally highiy si·gnificant in their effect on area judg-
ments,. but the height effect was far more often the 
major one: of the two, with 47 of the 57 subjects showing 
it as the higher F-score. However,. the height effect was: 
nat systematically related to the, area judgments., An: 
attempt to cormect the. maj,or effect mentioned with the-
coefficients of the predicrtior" surfaces shcmed no linkage .. 
Furthermore,, a comparison of the extr:eml: cases of tall 
narrow rectangles vs ... short vdde ones showed na differ-
ence in area j.udgmants of the two kinds .. Th:e squares 
o:f the same area were alS<r judged like the extJremEf 
rectangles. 
As a r-esult,. the explanation asaerted by Kfhma.pas 
:fi.O-r the systematic overestimation of the vertical is 
made slightly more plausible,., s:i.nce the mounding of 
the visual field by a 1 0-inch ~are virtually eliminated 
that averestimation •. 
Stevenson •·s results in his s.tudy of volumes :~reeeive 
no support from the present study,. since the <il.istribut:Dons 
of responses to squares and to extreme r.ectang~es sho.wed 
no systematic difference,. either in mean.. or in variance. 
Strangely,. the questiannair·e data revealed onJiy ene 
S:ignificant connection with the: response matrices.. ~at 
connection came from a 2;....ihch square on which each sub-
ject was asked to draw a line parallel to an edge. 1''l 
subjects drew vertical lines,.: and every cm:e: of the-s-e was 
among the 4? subjects whos.e mor·e significant dimension in 
area judgment was height.. A chi-Slluare analysis (shown 
ih table XI) neveals &le:ss than .02.5,. ane•-ta1.JLed,. m:f 
this. event.. That this part of the. questionnaire,. which 
was the only p:art not obviousllv, related to tha subject •:s 
perception of the judgment situation,. should be the most 
closely related variable,. is: a dismal coiillllent on the 
validity of answers which purport to describe a recent 
judgment experience •. 
For each compJ:ete stinruius set for. each subject 
( 6 x '57 = 342 ) ,. Iatency an each response value that 
occurred fram 10 to 80 was compaxed with the frequency 
of: that response. Considerations from information theory 
suggest that the morae frequent :trespanses r·e.present lower 
rates of information transmission,~ hence should be made 
faster,. than. less frequent responses. 
This exp ecta.tion was not borne out.. The cml.y 
Irespons-es whieh uniformiy exhibited Jlower latencies 
than the rest were the extremes (in mo.st eas:es 10 and 
80) ... niese lower latencies, did not depend on the 
frequency with wli±cll the sul:lj eats us:ed the end categories. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Several major ~esults• suggest that this study was 
carried <mt a1t a low and quite uniform level of' atimllll:ms 
ambiguity.. For example,. wi.tli. only accasional reversals, 
the: stimuli were judged in. the same order and with 
f'ai-r]y similar scale sep:arations· by all of' the subj ecta. 
The expected higher pr·ecis±on at the extremea ap:t:reared. 
A verY: large general factor acemunts for most ai' the 
area response variation. 
Figure I" on p. 52, shows a set of' curves expressfug 
possible variations aver ambiguity in Jihe response-to-
stimulus predictive poweJr ratio.. In: the figure" point 
P repnesents the expected equality af predictive power 
for the~ two kinds of surface when. the respans:es mre 
COI!lilletelly tied to the· stimuli. Point- Q represents the 
s:ttuation presumably prevailing in the present study 
(this paint might b.ett·er be considered as-. a narrow range" 
s:ince the stimulus ambi'gui ty· was not pr:ecisei.Y the s:ame 
for every subject). 
Curve A show.s a monotonic increase. of' atfmulus 
p:tredictive superiority· as aml:h±gui ty increases.. Tlhd:s 
wd.ll be the outcC!lllle. if fu fact 11he. response -errors on 
the comp-~ex dimension. ar·e aJ.ways uncorr·elated with those 
on. the elementary cm:es" while both increase with ambig-
uity. 
If,-: on the other hand,., these two s:ets of errors,. 
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Fi:glur& I: Passib.Ie reJlationships between stimttlus 
ambigld:ty, and Fediet±ve. powell" ntio r: FespGns:e-to-
stiln'tUua. 
-R 
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i 
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although each ihcreas:ing_,c oecome more: highly eo-rrelated 
as ambigu±ty r"is-es, curve B,.. c,. a.r· D will represent the 
situation.. ~e: measured elementary- stimulus values will 
have Less and less: cennection v.tth the complex responses 
with- the rise in: ambiguity,. while. the rever.se will lb:e 
the: case w.1 th the element-ary resp.onsea. Same point R 
would be r-eached at: which the above ef'fect would Cit:Vercome 
the e-ffect of greater aggr.egat·e error for.' all r·esponses .. 
Xh±'s_- s:eems the more likely outcome. 
Wiiether with stil.l further increas·es in ambiguity 
tlieo r:atio would follow the c<rurse defined by curve B, 
c,. or D in paxticular depends em the r-·elative influence 
crf these two· e:ffects.. It: is a matter· for empirical test. 
To: examine these effects:,. a further study is r-equired, 
in which stimulus ambiguity is swstematically vQ1.ed. 
One way to pr.oduc·e this variation-, which avafds the 
n-ecessity ~ difiering procedures GJ!· sets of stimuli 
at different levels of anio~gu:t.ty,._ i.s. to vary the time 
af s:timuius presentation. In. sucli a. s:tudy exposure times 
would range fram tti:lnes so shor.t that subjects wcmld respond 
'\drtually randcnniy to the stimuli"' to t:ilnes long enough 
for a car·ef'ul asaessment of each r·-ectangle,. as. in th-e 
p-resent rludy. It might be well ±n that case to instruct 
the subject to respond enly ai"ter the removal ef each 
stimulus~ to insure s:lmilar mnaunts: o·f relevant OXI}OI\il'@ 
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'fijJne_ at etroh,· paxticular level of ambiguity.. If the same 
subjects- couid judge the stimu:li at all of the ambigtJri ty 
levels, .. sa arranged as: to eliininate order effects, then. 
eurves~ varying f'rom ene: anather in. s:i.gnifi'cant ways,. like 
those of figure I,. might be' derivable for.- the various: :tn-
di vidual sub.j ects. 
The major expected outcomes of such a study would 
be: 1 ) that most sub.j ects would show a ratio curve like 
B,. c,. ar Dy, with some level a.i' ambiguity ( # 0 ) at which 
the: ratio reached 1 .. 00,. and 2) that the graup genera.Jl 
faator wou:Ud diminish :ma.p'idly as stimulus amoiglld.tyc 
increased •. 
At any rate,. i't fs clear that the present study 
provides no dir-ect support !or the :Uiea that physically-
based respons:e variables can. he mor·e pr·ecisely explored 
by means of elementary respens:es than by measur·ed values. 
~e effect of stimuJhlS ambigttity, possibly dnal, merits 
fUDther investigation. 
APPENDIX A (PROCEPPRE) 
Table III: Relationshi-p between coded stimulus level 7 
actual s:ize of stimulus, and number of stimlll.i at each 
level. 
W:fuith ar 
111!~ 'gb:t. la!il. .. ~~lum· !Qg_2{i,p.) 
- - ~ . - . - . - .. -· -
1 1 .• 000 (i) 
2 1 .. 1.84 0.25 
~ 1.41 0.50 1.682 0 .. 7'5 
5 2.000 1.00 
6 2.378 1.25 
7 2.828 1:.50 
8 ~.363 1./f5 
9 .ooo 2.00 
Formuffia for width and height :Levels: 
Level = 4 log2(in.) + 1. 
Square: 
lrrches 
t.ooo 
1 .. 189 
1.-414 
1.682 
2.000 
2.-378 
2.S2S 
~=~~ 4.7'5'6 
5.656 
6 •. 726. 
8 .. ooo 
9.5'12 
11.312 
13~45'2 
16.000 
Fo.rllilda for area levels t 
Level = 4 l.G~g2(in~) + 2. 
Na. a:f 
~.tmuu 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Nm. e:f 
sitinnn:1i 
1 
2 
a 
5 6 
7 
s 
9 
8 
7 
6 
4 
3 
2 
1 
T:alUe IV: nl:e: siX· possible· ~cilcms a:f' djmEnsians- :ror 
judging •. 
~i:als 
ower I 
.'l z 3. 
1: Width Height Ar-ea 
2 Width Area Ifeight 
3 He±ght W:ldth .A:Irea 
lf Height Area Width 
5: Area W±dth He±ght. 
6: Area He:tght Width 
5'}' 
.AffFml~ ;Ia (§QAL~l!Gl 
...... 4 .... -
Table ~ 1'~:.: StilnuLI.us-by-lresponse matrix o:r ar-·ea judgments, 
summed ove:· the- entire. group of 57 subjects. 
A:tr·ea Responses 
stimulus From: 10 1'3 18 23 28 33 ~8 43 IeyeJ.s To: 12 17 22 27 32 37 2 lf7 
2 91 9 10 3 1 
~ 106 62 4Q 11 5 2 98 107 88 22 21 
14 
1 
5 51 113 167 57 48 6 -
6 29 110 194 '79' 102 32 19 5 . 
'T 25 72 198 1ao 1~ 59 41 9 8 15 51 153 1 9 22 9'3 79 18 
9 9 39 122 129 254 133 132 lf-9· 
10 2 37 ~ 106 239' 166 202 81 11 3 28 60 173 143 214 93 12 16 32 111 97 183 80 
1a 10 12 ~~ 51 63 136 79 1 6 5 21 ~ 4~ 78 15 1 6 6 9 5'1 
16 3 1 3 7 2 16 18 
17 2 2 1 6 6 
18 1 2 1 
Sum: 429' 664 1156 8~ 1419 S54 11'75 567 
Bottom of 2249 3073 449·2 5346 6 5'21 category 0 429 1093 
58 
Tabla :.tls (Cont.) 
Area Responses &,y 
stimulus From: lf8 53 sa· 63 68 73 78 sum l:eyeJ.s Ta: 52 57 62 67 72 77 80 
2 114 
~ 2 228 ~42 ,. 56 6 5'10 
7 1 684 
8 ~·~ 1 798 9 9 2 
-
912 
10 72 1:8 8 4 1 
-
1026 
11 95 32 18 1~ 4 1 912 1'2 128 39 ~ 8' 6 1 798 ~·~ 138 ~ 20 18 3 1 684 115 88 ~0 ~ 7 4 470 1'5 4§ 4 101 3 12 14 3 3~~ 16 21 7'1 32 ~4 28 32 17 17 13 35 16 36 60 228 
18 3 9'• 3 16 16 63 114 
Sum 733 2.70 467 167 225 109 175 9234 
BG.ttom of 
category 7088 7821 8091 8558 8725 8950 905'9 
Given the raw fr·equeney matrix (i)f table ~'t :._, the 
scale values are calculated as follows. For the stimull 
at area level 2, assume that the 111+ r·esponses are spread 
evenly over each category used. Thus,. 91 o~ them cover 
the span of ranks o-429, 9 of them cover the span 429-1093, 
1'0 of them cover·· the span 1093:-~ ,: and so forth. n'ile 
25th perc~ntile :ts at (11~)( •. 25},. or the 28.5th response 
af the 114.. Its rank posi·tton is: therefore 0 + (28 •. 5/91) 
(429) ::: 134.5. The 5oth percentile i.s at (114)(.50), or 
the 5'7th response. Its rank posi ti.on is therefore 
0 + (57/91 )(Lf-29) = 269 .. 0. The 75th percentile is at 
(114)( •. 75), or· the 85.5th response. Its rank position is 
therefor.e 0 + (85.:5/91 )(429) = 403.5.. The interquartile 
range.t in ranks,. is thus 4o3.5 - 134 •. 5 = 269.0. 
me quartil·e positions are smnetiines in categories 
other than the first. For-· example, :!!or the stimuli at 
area level 10, the 25th percentile is at (102.6)(.25}, or 
the 256.5th response of the 1<!126. Its· category value is 
256.5- 2- 37- 90- 106 = 21.5. 
3073 + (21 •. 5/239)(1419) = 3201. Its rank positi.on 1·s 
Table :r:t~ Derivation of scale values from the data in 
table :v .... 
Ar'ea 1 2 3 lr 5 6 7 8 
stimulus 25$ 50$ 75% Med. Aver. Scale ~. 
l~I~l§ 1l& 1l& il.@. lQB. Silt:. l.Qli I!Iilm;: I l~&e 
' 
- -
- ~.. . 
2 135 269 4o4 269 0 
246 659: .-3?3 
3 231 51 5 1280 10llt9 .373 
4 374 
368 1222 .301 
883 1769 1395 .674 
655 1502 .436 
5 800 1 538 24<>9 1609 1.110 
6 1114 1963 3289 2175 
1+25 1892 .224 
1.334 
584 228<0 .256 
7 1 52"5 2547 3909 2384 1.590 
'l22 2686 .269 
8 2102 3269 5089 2987 1.859 683 2850 .239 
9 2620 3952 5333 2713 741 
2.098 
2780 .267 
10 3201 4693 6047 2846 2.365 686 2822 .243 
11 3844 5379 6643 2799 2.608 731 2?84 .254 
12 4637 6110 74o6 2769 2.862 
749 2572 .291 
13 5450. 6859 '7826 2376 446 
3 •. 153 
2200 .,203 
14 6161 7305 8184 2023 3.356 706 1888 .-374 
15 6921 8011 8674 1753 3.7.30 1+55 1461 .311 
16 7693 8466 8862 1169 4.041 365 1006 .363 
17 8224 8831 9068 844 4.4o4 245 ;'71 .429 
18 8859 9076 9155 296 4.833 
In table VI, column 5 is the difference in successive 
column 2 entries. Column 6 is the average of successive 
column lf. entries.. Column 7 is the quetient of column 5 
M:vi:ded by column. 6. Its entries thus represent the 
number of ranks 'between median; values of successive 
~ilmrl:t, di':'ided by the average number of ranks required 
in that r-egJ.on to make up an interquartile range.. Var-i-
ations in stimul~s dispersion are taken into account by 
this means. Column 8 is cunnrll.ative on column 7 _ and 
represents the final s·cale vaiues of the stimulf. 
Table 'm:Comparison of the Edwards scale wi:th the present 
one. 
1 2 3 4 
From To Fdwards 1 Present Col. 1 Col .. 2 
~ii:te. ~:ta:t~. im2~· ~-m2w;:. • z.a2 - CQla 3 
i # ~ • ~ ~ 
5 10 .a 56 :~ .439 -.115 10 lf .,052 .408 +.-036 
l+ 9 .. 167 1.410 1.310 +.-100 
9 3 .12~ .975 .981 -.oo6 
3 8 .51 3.800 4.030 -.230 
8 11 .,084 ·-539 .659 - .. 120 
11 7 .041 .. 262 .322 -.060 
7 1 .. o64 .448 .,503 -.055 
1 12 .373 2.-705 2 .. 930 --.225 
12 6 .154 1.155 1.210 -.0~5 
6 13 -.02'1 .020 -.165 •• 1 5 
1:3 2 .237 2'.54o 1.860 +.680 
2 14 .002 .026 .. 016 +.01.0 
,...-em was obtained from the data used 'by Fm.wards 
( 4, pp. 124-135 ) to illustrate his O'Wil successive 
ihtervals S'caling method. The successive scale separ-
ations obtained by Fdwards ar·-e shown in column 1. Those 
obtained by application of the present scaling procedure 
are shown in column 2'. The ratio of the two ranges was 
7 .. 85,. so that column 3 shows the Fdwards r·es":llts scaled 
upward by that factor. Co-lumn >+ shows the d~fferences 
between the two kinds of scale :reparations. 
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kble 'VlmtComparison Of the GttiJ.ford scale with the pr'esent 
one .. 
1 2' 3 4 From To Gtdlford's Pr--e-sent Col. 1 Co]. •. 2 
~tor ~tQ.: lllma.. . :iml!&t·· ~ c.aQ 
--
CoJ. 1 3 
.. ~ - - , ... ' . . 
- ' -J K .. 191 .-131 .153 - •. 022 
X I .3;4 .282 .283 -.001 
I N .236 .205 .. 189 + •. o-16 
lf B .. 360 .303 .2&8 + .. 015 
B c .. 332 .. 260 .266 
-.006 
Mla rm w.as obtained from the data used by Guil-
ford ( 6,. pp. 224-230 ) to i'llurir'ata ll±s ~-- success-
ive intervals scaling method. The procedure .t.'ollowed 
fs: analogous to that used :In abta.ining table -qi7~ ahve. 
It. can be shown that when tha stilirldus a:tspersion 
a1' every- stimulus is zero:, the pr-eaent scaling method 
leads to successive scaie separations of' two units each, 
il!raspective of the number of times each different stimu-
lus- ±:s: presented.. This: r-e-sults from the fact that, in 
rank units . the dffference lletween: success·ive medians 
is: always .f e1! tlie.' number of presentations of the lower 
stimulus . plus t ai' the Il1llD.1b:er m:f presentatiens of the 
higher siinmius. In addi-t:fun, since each interquartille 
range :ts eqm1l to i of the number-· of presentations of 
:tts stiinulus,_ the average of suceassive interquartile 
r1!1!Q.gQS ±:a- i: at' the sum o£ the presentations c.f the two 
adjacent stimuli.. ~a quotient ei' these two quantities 
1·s- always z. 
If' the re.spons:es te· each stiinulus an·e no.rmally 
distributed,. with a standard deviation of 11: tilnes the 
number a! categor-ies s·eparatiilg the medians ef success.-
ive st:Unul1 7, tests cd sever-a.1 values. o! n suggest that, as-~ incr-eases:, the: successi-ve: scale s:epara.tions approach 
.75/n as an approximate limit. 
If the standard devia:ticm e1' responses to a single 
particuiar stimulus is· twice asc large as that of the 
remaining stfmuli 7 the scale s:epmra.tions between that stimul~s and the two adjacent cmes are· reduced about 
halfway from the expected valUe :tor. the lower deviation 
toward the expected value· if all stimuli hacii the higher 
deviati:on.. The more distant separations are unaffected. 
APPENDIX C (RESPONSE SORFACES) 
The probl.-. was to obtain val.ues A' which <il:if!em·ed 
.:t'l'om the observed area r--esponses A. in such a way that 
the- sum of the squa:u·ed deviations was a. minimum.. nle 
function us-ed to do tlJLis was to he quadrati:.c <m.; both 
w±d th and h Bi~:t: 
A,. = a + bW + cH + dW2 + eWH + rn2. 
Let S repr·esent •the sum of",. and let dlr/dx r·er>ttesent 
"the partial der'ivati-'Ve of :t with r·espect to 6·" Fer 
X = S(A' - A)2 to ba a minimum . i:trs par·ti.al dGJrivati-v.es 
wi:th. respect to. the eoe!'ficien!s a-f ,, consider-ed as var-
iab~es ,c needed to be all z.era: ... 
1'} <iX/cila = 2 I(A.' - A) = 0 
2) dX/db = 2 S( (.& ,. - .A.)ll) = C 
3) cii.X/cile = 2 S((.l' - A)}E') = 0 
4) cll'/dd == 2 S((A'. - A)W.2) = 0 
~) dX/4e = 2 S((A.t. - A)Wff) == 0 
6) cU/df' = 2 S({A' - .&.)a2) = 0 
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!D:ese s1:x equaticms can-. each be divided by 2 and expanded: 
1} aS(1) + bS(W) + eB(]f) + dS(W2) + eS(W) + fS(Ir2 } 
= S(A) 
2) ~(W) + bB(ll2) + cS(lm) + cit.S(il3J + eSCW2H) + fS(WH2) 
r: S(WA) 
3) aS(H) + b.S(WH) + cS(~) + dS(W~) + eS(tm2) + :tS(R3) 
= S{HA.) 
lf;) a.S0f2) + lbS(lv3) + cS(W%) + cii.Scw4) + eS(W3H) + :f."S(W%2 ) 
= scw2A> 
~) aS(e) + bS(W9f) + eS(vm2) + dS(W%) + eS(W2B:2) + fS(WH3) 
== S('WHA) 
6) aS(R2) + oSOJH2J + cS(H3) + dS{W2#) + eS(W3) + rs(H4) 
= S(Il2:A) 
These !dx equati-ons :tn six unknowns wer·e solved 
fbr the appropriate values of the coeff'~cients a-f,. 
and the surfaces so lleri'Ved wer·e used to calculate 
the 81 values o~ A': f.br ea.cli surface !"or· each subjectt 
and to compare. them with the corresponding values of A., 
Tlie r-esults are shown belGw in Table ~.=... · · 
Table ·,·n: Sums of squar-ed deviations~ fo:r the fotm·:· 
kinds of surfaces,. wi-th ratiG5, by su ject., 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Subj. Scale Scale Raw Raw 
t Her·- R-der. S-4er• R-de; • 2L.l !tL.l. 51.§.. 
.- .. , .. . . . . .. . - ~ .. "' .. . ... 
1 5.180 6 •. '745 15'66 2.72£> 1.30 1.74 .75 
2 3 .. 07lf- lf-.. 070 1170 1393 1.33 1 ... 19 1 .. 12 
~ 2 •. 283 2".784 t094 1112 1 .. 22 1.02 1.20 1.511 1.967 1799 2485 1 • .30 1_.~ .94 g 19.668 19 .. 744 1230" 1765 1.00+ 1. .'lO f1.834 16 .. 705 883 1652 .94 1 .. 87 .50 
i 12 .. 329' 12.607 1786 2978 1 .. 02 1.68 .6t 3.-780 5~147 653 1~~ 1.36 2 •. 05 .66 9' 2.642 ~ •. 135 2159 1.94 1.78 1.0~ 
10 37.-412 3 .220 1609 1569 .91 1:~ .9 11 8 .. 87~ 10 .. 770 1318 1841 1.21 .86 
12 ;.48 6 .. 024 1152 1129 1 •. 10 .9S 1 .. 12 
~~ ; .. 451 6 .. 235 863 1.198 1 •. 14 1.-39 .82 2'.377 4.081 952 1824 1.72 1.92 .90 
15 17.166 15 •. 6~ 1491 1775 .91 1 .. 19 .-76 
16 7 .. 263 9.2 1288 t513 1.27 1.18 1.08 
17 8.909 10 .. 664 1101 Z117 1.20 1.92 .63 
r8 4o.077 39.88 \. 563 1194 1.00- 2.12 .47 
19 2.276 3·~ 9·18 1935 1.52 2.11 .72 
20 11.343 13 •.. · 1~16 t872 1.19 1.42 .84 
21' 4o.740 43.722 2 78 3069 1.07 1 •. 24 .86 
22 12.083 13.232 1674 2293 1.10 1.37 .80 
~ 15. 2'70 16.728 941 102.9 1.09+ 1.09- 1 .. 00+ 28 .. 1+67 28.872 322 395 1.01 1.23 •. 82 
2:5 Unknow.n 2,.,806 2115 1913 'l .89 ? 
26 15.'784 17.719 1259 2088 1.12 1'.66 .67 
27' 5.978 6.598 1123 1588 1.10 1.41 .78 
28 1.728 3.030 1717 3021 1.75 1.76 .99 
29 1+.120 ·ro.o85 t670 1877 2.45 t .12 2.19 
30 4,763 5.212 1238 1387 1.09 1.12 1.03 
Table i:ln: (CGnt.) 
Subj. 
1.. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Scale Scale Rav Raw 
S-der.. R-der, S-der .. R-eder,. gLt 
251 
3~56 
10'78 
15'85 
1533 
2021+ 
3158 
~92 
t666 
2305 
1637 
1303 
10'65 
44o7' 
2614 
684 
1339 
2271 
11'68 
35'63 
1645 
~~ 
3264 
2234 
2299 
1lf36 
7 
51.2 
1.49 
.'78 
1.01 
1.18 
1 .. ~ 
.72 
.65 
.58 
.60 
1.16 
.-74 
.83 
.9·7 
.82 
.73 
1.26 
·'4 .7 
.so 
1. 9''l 
.66 
.66 
1:~ 
.89 
•. 87 
.74 
In:. the above table,. ealumn 7 shows 1the r.·ela:tive 
performance ef the scal.ed and the raw sur;faces for 
e-ach subject, The mean value of these ratios is: .905, 
and their standard deviation is: .057. Tc ascertain 
whether the mean was s.ignificantiy less than 1.00, 
a 1t::,tes:t was performed': ac. carding ta the formula: 
t== !Jrimu = 1.-.o:g~~z.:wl = -124 .. 8, wi.th 55 d,.f. 
The pl!Obabilitry of th±s- event's :u·esulting from chance 
is less than .. O<Y1. 
For· the raw score suri'aces ,. the response-derived 
are more effective than the stimulus-derived only :for 
subjects #1Cr,. #12, .. #25 ,. and #35 •. The corresponding 
subjects for the scare surfaces mr.e #6, #10, #15, #18, 
#49,. and #54. 
APPENDIX I (MINOR ANALYSES) 
Table X: Selected l!~sul ts from the analysis of variance 
performed for eaCh subject for each dimension. 
Larger Width or· 
Subj. effect height in_ 
i. on area o:ther? 
w 
If 
H 
:rr 
H 
H 
If 
If 
:ff 
w 
H 
'W 
w 
If 
If 
w 
If 
If 
H 
H 
Ff 
If 
If 
:EE 
If 
H 
H 
If 
H 
Larger Width or 
Snobj •. effect height in 
it Gn area. qther? 
H 
H 
R 
H 
H 
J[ 
w 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
w 
If 
H 
H 
w 
w 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
w 
If 
W1 ,R5 
W1 ,H1 
W1 ,H1 
H5 
Wt ,.H5 
W5 
'W1 ,H1 
nle· fir.st column of l!·esul ts in table X indicates 
which of the two dimensions,. width. or· height, showed 
the higher variance in :the anaJ.~s C'i1£ the area matrices. 
llie second column inmicates which,., i! either of the 
width and height matrices shows a :dgni:f'icant main effect 
f!-Gm the other variable.. The digit, 1 or· 5,. indicates 
1ftie :percentage level ef sign±fi.cance cn:f this s:acondary 
main effect .. 
Table- X shows that the largest main effect in the 
analysis: of the area matrix wasc that o~ height :t:n 47 
o£ the 57 cas:es,. while w.idth was the major effect in. 
only 10 instances.. Table XI,. below shows the 2:x:2 
frequency tabl-e r.eiating this rresult to the subjects• 
oehavior in drawing lio.ri·.zcntal or vertical lines on 
the small square at the end of meeting #2. 
Table XI: 
Width 
Maj.or elementary 
diinensi·an in. ar'ea Height 
§Jam. 
- . 
Line on s:quare 
li'oriz. Vert. §J.ml 
17 
1'7 
10 
47 
57 
1he- vaJ.ue of' chi-squar-ed resulting from table n 
i·s 5· .. 1.9,, nth 1 a.f. Tlie result is thus significant 
at the 2.5% level. in the expected direction, 
~bie XII:: Seiected exampies af ass:tmjlation, contrast, 
and unsyst-ematic behavior· among matrices ef width and 
lteight with significant main; e:f'fect from the secondary 
variable. 
Sui>ject A,~ w~:dth judgments, (as-similator·): 
Hei'ght Ievel Mean jydgmant Diff. rrom matrix 
1 35.2 -.22 
2 35 .. 0 -.24 
~ 37 .. 0 -.04 36 .. 1 --1~ 5 36.6 -.0 
6 37.-0 -.04 
7 39 .. 2 •• 18 
8 ~9'.2 +.18 
9~ 2.2 +.48 
Subject #35, hei'ght judgmentsf:(contrastor): 
Wj;dtb level Mean fudgment Diffe: :t:rom matrix 
1 ~6 +.24 2' :6 +.44 
~ 39.2 +.30 38.8 + .. 26 ,. 35.4 -.08 6- 36.4 +.02 
7 3~·3 -.29 8 3 ·~ --1~ 9 29 .. -.6 
Subject #39, width jUdgments, (ncr clear pattern): 
Height leyel M•an. judgment P:iff. from matrix 
1 32 •. 1 --.14 
2 33.1 -.04 
~- 31.2. - .. 23 3~ .. 6 +.,01 
' 
3 •. 2 +.07/ 
6 3 ... 8 +.-13 
7 31.0 + .. 35 
8 33 .. 4 - .. 01 
9 32.0 -.15 
i 
-X 
x 
68 
Tab! e~ XIII: Seale scmres- of imliVidttal subjects. 
Wi'dth. ~'ects-
I.evel l.. .a. .l !t !i .§.. 2 a 
1 
- - -- - - -2: 1 .. 08 1.o4 .. 39 .. 68 .. $9; .81 1.29 .. '71 
~ 1.48 1 .. 63 .T5 1 .. 26 2.10 1 •. "/0 1 .. 56 1,.13 2 .. m2 2 .. 51 ..26 t.-59' 2.~ 2 •. 58 2 .. 10 2 .. 05 5 ~ .. 38 2..-96 f .. lf<D 2.20 ~--23 2..81 2 .. 5'0 6 .58 a .. aa 1.~ 2~36 l:,, .12 3 .. 02 ~:~-7 5 .. 54 .. 87 2..02 2..80 5.21 5..02 a·44 8 6 .. 21 5 .. 7.0 2 .. 42 3.13 5' .. 83 5-?'lr .. 18 5.46 
9 7~1 6 .. 81 3.30 J.Wt 6 •. ')$ 6..84 5.11 6 69' .. . 
Height Sttbject:s 
I!!ei ~ z. .l 4 5.. i 2 ~ 
1 
- - - - - - -2 1 ... 19 .. 38 .57 •. 82 .. 96 .. 82 .. 56 .47 
~ 2 .. 45' 1'.3? .. 79 1 .. 49 1 .. 3'7 .98 1 •. 1'7 1.0'0 3.11 1.?3 1.31 1.?'2 2 .. 11 1".74 1 .. 52 1.75 
5 3 .. 90 2.35 1 .. 72~ 2.82 2~4~ 2.39 2j0 2.86 6 5 .. 24 2.65 2.6l+ 3 .. 33 ~·3 2.82 2 5 ~ •. 84 7 6 .. 36 ~.96 2.66 ~~ .,34 .. l+S ~.72 .82 8 7' .. ')0 
.. ~6 ~.51 5.28 ~-.39 .69 5.95 
9 8.9<0 6. 1 .99 5 •. 19 6.60 5.17 5.93 7.18 
Alrea Sr:rbjeets-
level: l.. z .l. !t .i. 2 z .e. 
2 
- - - -· ~ -·za• .13 - t.6o • .98 1 .. 46 .59 .. 37 •. o .60 - 4.25 .. 98 2.73 .9''5 , 1.37' 1 .. 37 .68 .31 ~·76* 1.51 2.90 1.52 
6 1.~ 1.53 1.06 .65 '.6~ 2.35 3.20 1.26* 
7i 2 •. 68 1.69 t.J9 .48•· 4-.9' 3.12 ~.82 2.29 
8 3.41 2 .. 20 t.90 .56 5.17 3 .. 26 .. 19 2.69 
9 a·86 2 .. 70 1 .. 90 1.04 5 .. 90 ~ .. 42 4 •. 47 3.17 1:0 .. 92 2.85 1 •. 90 .96* 5.96 .06 4.99 ~.80 
11 4.92 3.36 2 •. ')0 t •. Ofb E> .. 74 4.01* 5 .. 06 ·~0 1i2 5.41 a·B1 2.69' 1.~4 6.99 4.88 5-57 5. ~ ~a 5.54 .. 45 2.-93 1' •. 5* 7.13' 5.32 5.76 5.7· 6.25 4.59 3.31 1 •. 90 8.05 5.51 6.24 6 .. 4o 
15 7.05 5.20 3.62 2.10 8.45 6 •. 29 5 .. 86* 7.12 
1i6 7.05 ').62 ~ .. 70 2.a6 9 •. 63 7..-95 7.62 7 .. 49 
17 7.7!7 6.36: .0"[ 2 •. · 5 10.36 8 .. 77 8 .. 54 8 .. 50 
18 7.77 7 .. 13 5.32 2.45 11 .. 98 11 .. 59 9.23 10.35 
~able- nn: (Cont.) 
Width Sub.jeets leveJi_ !;_ .1Q ll !a .ll .l1:t ~ .1.2. 
1 
- - -· - - -2 .85 .61 1: ._,6 ·~ .88 .81 .29 1.04 ~ 2..01 1.35. 2.31: 1 •.. 1.95 2.32 .55 2.24 2 .• 60 2.01 2.68 1.35 2.76 2.69 1 •. 13 :;.64 
5 2.95 2.12" 3 .. 29 1.87 3 •. 76 3.36 1.32 4.39 6 a·9~ 2..80 a·92 2.~4 >+.19 ~.'79 1.5~ 5.0'7 7 .1 ~22 ·'l7 a· 3 '·fZ .59 2.3 5.99 8 4 .. 86 :39 ;.~ .09 6.. . 5.16 2.88 6.96 9 5.6·2' 5.30 6.5 5.11 7.85 5.87 3.28 8.61 
Ifeigbt S\lb_je:cts-
Iever ~ m ll lZ ll .l!t.. .1.2. .1! 
1 
- - - - - - -a· .65 1 .. 00 .63 ..6<0 1 .. 05 1.3~ .48 .59 
~ t.5a 1.83 1j3 1.21 2.28 1 • .83 .. 82 1.58 1.6 2 .. 40 1 1 1.69 2.78 2.88 1.17 1.99 ; 2.47 ~·33 2.44 2.20 ~48 3.76 1.45 2.35 6 ~=~ .t7 3.1:6 3.26 :37 4.62 1 .. 66 2.ag 7 4-.87. a---49· ~.65 5.13 5'.84 2.62 4.(} 8 ,-•. ·1 5.2S .80 .70 6.01. 6.84 ~ .. 36 5.54 
9 6 •. 81 7 • .43 5 •. 55 5.87 7~20 8.t3 .--95 7.19 
AJ:r.ea Stroject·s 
·rvei ~ l.Q.. ll .1Z ll .1!t. ll .1§. 
2 
- - - - -~ 1.33 1.6cr .29 1.67 - .oa 2.52 2.23 3.28 ..63 1 .. 50* 1.04 -.26* 2.73 
5 2.-.60 ~.71 1.55 - 1.78 1.g4 .4-5 ~·63 6 3.01 .30 1 .. 76 .. 51 2.4o 1 .. 3 .70 .71 
7' ~·95 4.5~ 2.47 .84 2.72 2.12 1.08 4.'71 8 .26 4-.3 * 2.96 1 .. 12 3.44 ~=~~ 1.22 5.15 9· 4.88 4.34 3.26 1.85 ~.72 1.33 5.82. 
10 5.58 ;.to ~.85 2 .. 47 .41 ~.85 2.1.7. 6.-00 
11 • 5 .. 91' 5.10 .17 2.51 1+.63 .25 2.29 6·.69 12 6.55 5.87 4.23 3.13 5 .. 26 5.01 3.1'7 6 .. 99 
~a 7.1.8 6 •. 32' ; •. ;2 3.-57 6 .. 14 5 .. 49 3.42 7.68 6.96* 6.01* 5.18* ~.71 6.6' 6:.21 3.03* 7 .. 84 15 7.65 8.39 6.27 .64 6 .. 64 6.85 3.67 8.43 
16 7.91 9.01: 5.73 5 .. 82 7.86 6.98 5.76 9.21 
17 8.69· 9 .. 01 7.71 6.86 8.7a 7.75 5.19* 9.95 
18 8.69 12.95 8.79 8.11 10.6' 9.26 9.01 9-95 
Tabla XIII: (Cont.) 
Width Subjects 
leyei 
.12 1[ tl a z.:I.. 2Z Z3. ~ 
1 
- - -2 .70 .7,') .52 44 
-
1.14 1 .(02 .21 .. 
a 1.92 1.1+9 1.34 .93 .55 2.35 1.97 •. "/9' 2.66 1.8~ 1.94 1.76 1.51 a:~ 2.7'5 1.17 ,. 3 •. 12 2.44 2.70 2..60 2.04 ~·59 1.99 6 ~.58 ~·55 3.42 ~:[~ 2 •. 69 5.07 .20 1.96 7' .. 39 .55 3.90 3.01 5.83 4.74 2.93 8 5.52 5 •. oo 5 •. 09 5.95 a·70 o.58 5.43 ~.06 9 6.77 6.60 6.4o '7.19 .23 7,.61 6.20 .16 
Height Subj.e.cts· 
l&YeJ_ 12 1a .1.2. zm._ 21 ~ .2.1 2!t 
1 
- - - - - - -2 .47 .95 1.4o .68 .25 1.21 ·~ .55 a 1.27 1.61 2.00 1 .. 85 1.69 1.92 1. .89 1.60 2.09 2.62 2.60 2.00 2.97 2.48 1 •. 10 
5 2:.22 3.22:· ~ .. 55 3.1'7 2.71 ' a·90 2.95 1.39 6~ a·o6 3.47 .56 ~.81 .c4 .97 4.32 1.85 
7 .02 l:~ 5.65 .78 a.10 6.00 5.62 2.36 • 8 5.38 6.29 5-79 4 •. 55 6 •. 149 7.04 3.01 9 7~02 5. 779 7.10 5.25 7.63 8.61 3.46 ., 
Alrea Strlijeets 
revel .1Z J..a .12. zm.. 21 ~ Zi 2!!: 
2 
- - -~- 1.24 7.06 - 1.05 .29 .71 3.12 .29 1.47 6.88• .18 .,56* 1.zt: 1.14 3.12 .38 
5 1.93 7.30 .67 1 .. 79 1.58 2.15 a:~~ 1.23 6 3.16 7.69 1.55 2.50 2.52 2.~0 1.27 
7 a·62 7.-77 1.79 3 •. 66 2.96 2. 5 4.67 1.46 8 .12 8.oo 2.23 3.91 3.1KJ 2.80 5.71 2.29 
9 4.64 8.55 2'.70 3 •. 91 a·63 3.24 6.05 2.52 1'0 5.38 8.79 2.76 5.00 .H3 3·~ 6.30 2.55 11 5.84 8.79 3.40 5.48 4.45 3· '• 6.56 2.67 
12 6.31 9.20 3 • .85 6.01 4.99 4.39 6.58 2.81 
~a 6.62 9.22 4.1+5 6.73 5.39 4.39 7.18 4.23 7.64 9.66 l+.aa 6.~1* 5.65 4.78 7.43 4.17* 
15 8.31 10 •. 26 5.2 8.'7 6.12 5.66 8.27 4.lf4 
16 9.$1' 1'0.82 5.-94 7.74* 6.24 ').77 8.46 6.89 
17 11.23 11.27 6.82 8.51 5.71* 8.34 8.95 9.-42 
18 11.52 11.96 7.21 10.06 13.39 7.92*11.35 7.92* 
'71 
Table: nn: (Cant.) 
Width Sid>jeets 
level· 2.2 .zg__ Zl. za Z2. .3Q 
.11 .32 
1 
- -
- - -2: .. 49 ·~ .91 1.14 1.55 .71 1.1'5 ~ •9'2: 1 •. 1.61 1 .. 85 1.8~ 1.31 .12 1.90 1.28 2.17 2.1<0 2.62: 2.3 2.14 .2~ 2.60 ; 1.8~ 2.60 z.u_ ~.22 2.6~ 2.7'5 .8 ~·31 6 2•-5' a·90 3. ..07 3.-1 a·62 1.~ .27 7 2.91+ .86 ~·98 4.56 ~·77 .84 1. 4.41 8 4.02 6.24 .63 5.6t5 .29 6.1'3 1.54 5.15 
' 
5.32 6.81 5.38 7.02 5.59 7.35 2.11 5.82 
!feight Sultj.e_cts 
leyel ~ 22. ZL za .a ~ .31. 3Z 
t 
- - -- - - - -2 .-43 .41 1.36 .78 1 .. 5'0 1.04 
-
1.08 
~ t.23 1.a5 2.21 2.10 2.64 1.5'4 .18 2.24 1.99 2.5 a·6"- 2.54 ~-47 2.5 .46 a·37 !]' 2:.47 2:.73 .61 3.~8 .oo ~.10 1.41 .. 14 6 3 .. 10 3.87 5 •. {0 ~=~ 4.44 .1+4 1.41 4.98 7 ~:~6 4.}2: 7.03 5.48 5'.61 1.52 5.54 8' 5.14 8.32 5'.45 m:.o1 6 .. 66 1.58 6.81 
9 5.39' 5.67 9.82 6.17 7.70 7.'70 2.35 ?.26 
Alrea Subj.ects 
level Z2. 2.€ Zl za a .lQ. 3l. 32. 
2 
- -~ .96 .?1 .29 .29 2.53 .. 29 .81* .09' 1 .. 14 .70 1.88 2.76 1.47' 
5 .-96 .26 2.15 1.20 2.1~ 3.20 2.47 6 1.-24 .26 2.81 1 .. 70 2..6 a--30 - 3.46 
7 1.4o 1.12 3.-32 2•33 3.-33 .13 .18 ~.85 8 1 ~7 1 .. 46 3.54 2.~ ~·-57 4.69 .42 .28 9' : ,2* t.-85 3.98 2.9. .02 5.4~ .88 4.6lr 10 1.'19 2.13 5.11 3.28 1+ •. 28 6:.0 1.23 5 •. 19 
11 1.86 2.29 5.56 ~ 76 4.77 6.35 1.28 5.38 12 1.94 2.7:7 5.89 :o9 5.15 6.70 1.57 6.58 
~~ 1.-87* 3.17 6'.64 4.60 5.60 ?.39 1.91 ?.32 2.-4t 3.0'[,* 7.22 4.80 5.77 ?.66 1.88* 7.93 
15 2.!Zl* ~-.88 8.42 5.48 6 .• 69 8.31 2·.8~ 8.86 1'6 2•56 .93 9.-68 5.95 7.20 8.66 2.3 9 .. 44 
17 ~:.6~ 4.35 t0.30 6.26 7 .. 70 9.68 3.14 9.62 18 8.95 10.39 5.92* 7.70 9.95 3.14 9.62 
72 
Tab! e: XIII.:: {Cont.,) 
Width Subjects 
Iave1 li .3!±. li 3§. .3Z 3.a 3.2. !JQ 
1' 
- -2 .18 1.~ .90 1.13 .71 .46 .97 ·~9 ~. 1.2'5 2. 1.a7 1.73 1.33 1 •. 11 1.59 .. 9 1.5'7 2:.95 2 •. '1 2.05. 1.65 1.31 2.83 1.51 ,~ 2.33 4.oo 3.15 2:.83 2•2~ 1.~ 4.07 1.?2 6 2•92 5.-75 ~·~7 ~.20 2.8 2 •. 4.84 1.79 7/ a:.~j· 7.18 • 2 .12 a·69 2.70 5.97 2.48 8 8.98 4.66 5 •. <03 .o6 3.59 7/.10 2-..67 9· 5.37 10.55 5.63 6.19 5.09 4 •. 12 8.93 3.63 
l&zfght :hbj'e.cts 
leyel li :i!± li .3Q. .32. Ja .li !iQ 
t 
- - - - - -2 .12' 1.75 .96 .71 .65 .98 .82 .14 
~- 1.68 2.32. 2.21 t.51 t.oo 1.32 2.01 .44 1.80 2...65 2 •. 88 2.21 1.92 2.0a 2.82 .73 5 3.14 a·96 a·7.4 2.6a 2.02 2.3 3.94 1.12 6 ~IK3 .93 .~2 ~=~1 2.78 3.1'7 !}: .. 22 1.52 7! :22 5.51 5.14 ~·32 a:~~ 6.07 1.69 8 4 •. ~9 ?.2m 6.33 6 .. 12 .19 7.08 2.29 
9 5.'7 8 •. 98 7.30 7.95 4.93 5.68 8.20 3 .. 11 
hea Subjects 
Ieye1 
.ll 3!t li 3.2.. 32. 3.a .12.. !Q 
2 
- - - - -~ .67 1.14 2.97 1.42 .29 - 2.53 .67 1.19 
- ~·2e .. ag* 1.5'7 .18 2.66 g 1.49 2-.2~ .26 .08 1.2 2.16 1.82 ~.59 1.49 2.0'7* .75 ~.98* 1.79 2.42 1.9~ .1.2 
7' 2:.]3 2.89 .82 .70 1 .•. ~8 2.50 2.7 4.89 8 3.26 3.33 ·99 5.23 2. ~ 2.65 3-~7 5.62: 9 3-75 a·33 1.21 5.41 3.2 3.26 3. 5 5.86 10 ~--75 .oo 1.53 5.3~)* 3.70 a·69 5 .. 16 6.29 11 .72 4.7.3 1.87 5.98 a-.87 .53 5.71 6.82 12 5.05 5.47 1.73* 6.14 .69 4.S7 6.26 ?.10 
1a 5.60 6.20 2.,37 6.60 4.25* 5.12 6.60 ? •. 22 1i 6.31 6 .. 92 2.61 7.46 a 10 5.29 7.11 8.04 15 6.31 8.22 a·'7 7.64 :99* 5.52 8.56 8.41 16 7.11 9.36 .14 8.3C 5 .. 58 6.27 10.52 8.41 
17 7 .. 83 10.53 4 .. LJS 8.58 5 •. 14 7.31 12.22 9.1.6 
18 8.85 11.25 5.02 9.51 8.39 7 .. 98 13.25 9.16 
73 
Tabla nii: (Cont .. ) 
Width Suhjects 
level !1.. !fa !±3. !a !i2: ~ !t2 §. 
1 
-· - - - - - -· 2 1 .. 18 .06 .,(!)6 .58 •. 40 .. 48 1 .. 7'1 1:.08 
~- 2.19" 1.01 1.83 1.5'7 .. '99 1.11 2.83 2.19 ~ .. 06 1.2? 3.16 1.78 1.32 1.74 a·27 2.-70 7 ·3J 2.50 ~·5'~ 2.22' 1.32 2.24 .36 ~·22 6 5.6a 2.73' •. 8 ·. 2.68 1.79 ~.94 5'.-33 .10 7 6 •. 7 3.38 6.10 4.05 2.16 .52 6.03 4.82 8 8.23 ~·96 7.84 4.60 2.32 5.06 7.03 6.19 9 9.89 •. 74 9'.35 5:.87 3.10 6.05 7.57 '7 .?-8 
ffeigpt 
!tt !tz !±3. 
Subjects 
leyel ~ !±2:. ~ !tZ ~ 
1: 
- - - -2 1.1 'l .2:5 .o6 .71. .96 .80 1.80 .9'7 
~ 2•02 1 .. 1+9 1.03 1.51 1.-34 1.5t 2 .. ~ 1.93 2.92 46~ 1.146 1.91 1.70 2.32 ~· 2.49 5 
. a:~~ 3.0· 2.18 3.12 2.24 3.06 .41 3.16 6 a·~1 2.89 .49· 2.99 49 5.56 a:tj 7 5.77 .40 a·3' ~ •. 00 3.25 a:21 6.82 8 6.,96 5.48 .19 4.76 a·96 5.47 7.96 5·75 9' 8 •. 82 6.62. 5.89 5.65 .52 7'.02 9.24 7.15 
.b'Em Sil~jects 
level !±.1. !tz. !tl !t!!: !!:5: !±§. !tZ. ~ 
2 
- - - -
~ .69 .29 .29 -.50* .29 -.85* 1 .. 07 .70 .67 .38 
-
•. 60 1.82 1.55 
5 2.24 1.43 1.42 .53 1.82 .83 2.39 1.85 6 2.84 2.18 2.65 1.23 1.46• 1.94 2.6a 2.50 
7 3.19 2.58 2 •. 69 1.4? 2.00 1.94 2.7 3.00 8 a-7~ 2.81 ' 3.08 1 .• 80 2.33 2.7a 3·75 a·'' 9 ·3 3.19 a-9? 2.11 2.86 3.6 a·96 .03 10 1+ •. ~ 4.o4 .65 2.:;:; 2.86 a·79 .20 5.11 11 
'· 
3.95* 5.17 2.J8 3.18 .01 ~.94 5·-92 
1i2 5.82 4.66 5.55 2.9t 3.77 1+.86 5.84* 6.42 
t~ 5..99 5 .. 2~ 6.oo 3.14 ~.88 5..4-1 6.45 ';?.33 1 6 •. 65 5..? 6.92 3.85 .62 5.67 7..10 7.51 
15 7.16 6 •. 18 7.17 ~:~~ 5.28 6.21 8 .. 08 8.67 16 7.60 6.78 7.83 5.74 7.4o 8.62 9.84 
17 9.05 7.07 10.48 4.42 6.12 8.26 9.54 11.20 
18 9.59 7.5.9 12.73 4.63 7.-58 9.70 12 .. 36 11.48 
Tabie nii: (Cant.) 
Wid-th Su.-D:.j ects 
level !±.<2. .5.Q .it 2Z !il .2!: z. .iQ. 
1 
- - - - - - -2 1 .. 4<; .84 .72 .76 .26 .49 .41 .83 ~ 2 •. 25 1.78 1.-38 1.14 1.51 .91 1.~ 1.51 2 • .89 2'.18 1.8~ 1 .5.'0 2.93 1.27 2. 2.2:1 
' 
3 •. 69 2.62 2.5 2'.33 ~·50 1.58 a-83 3.02 6 4.-35 3.37 2.87 2.86 .21 1.90 ·~9 3.27 7 5.29 ~·79 a·'7 3.55 4 •. 93 2.29 5. 2 a-84 8 6.t~ .4o .oo ~.92 5.83 2.84 5.-93 4:ra-9' 7 •. 6 5.05 5.29 .69 7.22 3.30 7 .. 11 
:ff.EEtght 
!t2. 
Sllhjeets 
JJeyel 5.Q. 
.51 22. ll S!t !U. .2Q. 
1 
- -
2 ~:a~ 1.22 .31 .96 .27 .60 .79 .97 ~ 1.77 1.10 1.42 .94 1.04 1.91 2.08 ~·33 2.37 1.4o 2.20 1.79 1.63 ~.24 2.54 ~ .30 3.09 1.74 2.75 2.73 1.80 • 51 2.95 5.26 ~.78 2 •. 23 ~·48 ~-71 2.32 5.33 a-39" 
'l 6 30 .58 2.80 .6<} .07 2•'76 5.75 .55 
-· 8 '#.% 5.71 ~j~ 4.87 1+.81 3.16 6.89 4.63 9 8.74 '7 .. 06 5~99 5.95 3.74 8.26 5.8?; 
A1rea Subj_ects 
Ieve1 !t2. !2i. 5..t sz. 53._ ~ !i1i .2Q. 
2 
- - - -~ 1.~ 1 •. 56 1.05 •. 60 .29 .29 .29 .67 2. 1:.9lf .82* .48* 1.07 1.65 1.17 1.07 g 2.-8a 1.72* 1.63 .77 1.31 3-40 1.80 1.98 ]..6 .· 2.09 2'.0'2 1.10 2.09 3 •. 5* 2.36 1.89* 
7' 3.81 2.52 2.31 t .. ro 2:.<l>9 a·61 3.52 2.62 8 ~.67* 2.69 2 .. 97 1 •. 86 2.98 .1+3 ~.84 2.83 
9 .16 2.61* 3.49 2 .. 61 3.44 4.-98 .94 3.07: 
10 4.83 2.'7'5 3.67 2'.51+* ~:6£ 4.98 5.64 3.92 11 5'~23 2'.88 ~·93 2.91 5.s7 6.23 ~.68* 1:2 5.58 3.-29 .25 a·92 4.52 
'· 1 
6.39 ·~ 
1.a 6 .. 22 a·82 4 .. 66 .. 65 5.17 5.81 7.27 
4.·. 
6.92 .11: 5.42 5.00 5.41 6.04 8.12 4.81 
15 '?~03 4.11 5'.90 54o 6.20 6.76 8.35 5.06 • 16 7~76 4.86 6.70 6.3.2. 6.9'l 7.48 9.73 6.54 
17 9.08 6.m8 8.43 '{.03 6.97 8.-92 10.66 5.70* 
18 1,1.21. 6.08 9.22 8.73 8.t6 8.41*10.66 6.12 
T'able: XIII:. (Cont.J 
Width Subject 
level S:Z 
ffe:ight BUb.j ect 
lBYel SfZ. 
1 
-
2' 1.18 
~. 1.96 2 •. 92 
5 3.24 6 ~.68 7· ·~ 8 5. . 
9 6.55 
be a Subject 
level 5Il 
2 
-
~ ·~5 2. '1 
5 3.-01 6 3.25 
7 ~:~ 8 
9 4.90 
10 5.32 
11 5.54 
12 5.99 
~·~ 6.16 6.62 
15 6.75 
16 7.68 
17 8.2cr 
18 10.02 
75 
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AB§TRACT 
!J!he: pJ!ilnary pmr.pos:e of this study was: to te-st a 
method :f'cr w:redictihg judgments <m. a complex dimens±an 
fre111 judgments an ±ts· element:ar:y· components.. Th::e thesis 
was advanced that the: idios-yncratic distortions in each 
subj.actts perception 'WVJUlLcil. be,, to a large extent~ re-
ls:ted GVer the, several dimensiens. This un±:que. res:pnns:e 
s:ty-lLe: :ear:· each subj:ect was~ expected to make pTediction 
fr0111 hi·s· elementary judgments more aceo.rate than px-e-
diction frOlll the m&asu.red stilnul.tts values. 
RactanguJ.lilr ar.ea was' s:eJ.ected as the complex 
diilrensi'on~ with width and height as the: elementary 
p~edic:to:rs.. Using a scale fro.m 10 to So,. each subject 
gave categorical judgments em each a1 the three dimen--
sions for a aeries of 81 Iogarit:limi.aaJ.l.y- varying rect-
angles presented vi·sually.. ~e :nnge: Gi: variation over 
Sctimu.l:i :frbl'' wicith and :f'ar he:tght was:~ fourf'old ,-: whil.e for 
area it was s:i:Xteenfold. 
All subj.ects w.ere: undergraduates at Bos:wn Univer·-
s±~tYr a lange pr.opart~en being :xremru±ted from an elem-
entary p.sychole.gy- co.urs:e .. 
EVery subject was- tes:ted intili vi dually for· two 
meeting-s an different days·.. The procedure varied 
from ttie: first me:.e1iing to the second an:liy' f.or· purpeses 
of_ counterba:Iancing the order ~ judgments •. 
~-a- judgments by each subj.e.ct on each dimension 
weJte. scaled by a modification, of the method developed 
by Attneave and Chambliss. Plr·edictions were then 
carr:ted out to bath the raw judgment:r and the scaled 
va.Iue-s o:f area f.or each subject,. using quadratic 
surfaces to fit the criterian v.alues.. lliese surfaces 
wer.e deri."'Ved :from the measu:rred stimulus. values on the 
element-ary dimensions and from the. responses on those 
components. 'lhe· fitting was designed to minimize the 
sum of squared deviations. 
T<lt check whether the subj e:cts had r-esponded r-eo-
Iiabiy, and to be sure that p:erceived area was prilnar·iiy--
ihfl'Uenced by percei-ved vziciith and hei:ght,. a: :factor 
ana:lysd::s was performed on the ar·ea judgments,. both 
raw and sealed scores •. 
Far most of the subj~cts the- stilnulu-s-derived 
surfaces approxima-ted the- criterion values me.r·e e:tosely 
than. did thtl' r-esponse-derivecd surf' aces.. The very lu·ge 
general. factor governing the judgments, and the. small 
numbeT of r:eversals in judgment of the objective stim-
uius- vaiUEHrr.- suggested that for aJ.l of the subjects-':' 
1tie sti.V:f-" were highly discr:ilD.inable.. It was p11oposed 
KJ )4J%..)WI.Ji4(l.C- ' 
in:tierstimu.Jlu:s: ambiguity had be·err itoo low 1m perlll±t the 
subj acts:' uniqu-e respnns:e styles to be significant 
detemnina:nts: o:f the±r complex judgments. A further 
study to test this· idea was briefly outline<a. 
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